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F or every outdoorsman who haunts 
a favorite duck blind, fishing hole, or 
ampsite, South Carolina Wildlife 

takes yeu to some favorite spots 
you'll want to call your own. We'll take you 
places where you can hear the wood 
ducks plaintive squeal, listen for a male 
turkeys booming gobble, or match wits 
with a seasoned buck. We'll take you 
where you downrig for trophy trout at 
Lake Jocassee. cane pole for redbreast 
on the Edisto River, or tackle big game 
marlin off our Grand Strand coast. 

Once you explore South Carolina's 
outdoors through the colorful pages of 
South Carolina Wildlife, you 'll be eager 
to see more of a state where sporting 
variety never quits. If you take to the 
woods, then take South Carolina 
Wildlife , THE magazine about 
South Carolina. 

Toke to the woods. 
Toke South Carolina Wildlife. 

--FOLD HERE--

Jes! Send me South Carolina Wildlife. 
D (three years) $19.95 D (two years) $14.95 D (one year) $7.95 

(only $1.11 per issue) (only $1.25 per issue) 

J80.7 

Name _____________________ _ 

Street ---------------------

City•State•Zip _________________ _ 

0 RENEW or O ENTER my subscription 

D Payment enclosed D Bill me later 

0 Bill to Visa or BAC #---------------
□ Bill to Mastercharge # ______________ _ 

H or every outdoor adventurer whose 
got a fever to run whitewater, back
ack a mountain trail, or train binoc

ulars on-a-Blue-winged Warbler, South 
Carolina Wildlife has an excursion for you . 
We'll take you by canoe down blackwater 
rivers, by hiking boot through Blue Ridge 
forests, and by jeep to coastal wildlife re
fuges. For those days you can't get away, 
ease into the outdoors through story 
classics by Havilah Babcock and Archi
bald Rutledge and watercolors by Nancy 
Ricker Webb and Alice Huger Ravenel 
Smith. 

Once you explore South Carolina's 
outdoors through the colorful pages of 
South Carolina Wildlife, you'll be 
eager to see more of a state where 
outdoor adventures never quit. If 
you take to the woods, then take 
South Carolina Wildlife , THE maga
zine about South Carolina. 

Toke to the woods. 
Toke South Carolina Wildlife. 

--FOLD HERE--

Yes! Send me South Carolina Wildlife. 
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d.£Swygert. was in a hurry. It was a 
Monday evening and alm05t nine o'clock. 
D. L and his pal, Bubba Jordan, were 
supposed to be with the other cronies 
around the plywood bar at Magwood's Self 
Service Grocery & Grill. 

Magwood's was more than a gas and 
grocery store. Sissy Delong, the cook, 
served the best burgers east of the 
Mississippi, and she wasn't hard on a fella's 
eyes either. Locals gathered to eat, drink, 
flirt with Sissy and listen to the 
philosophy of Cleatus L Magwood (no one 
except Cleatus and Sissy knew what the 
"L." stood for). 

Magwood was a big man with a definite 
opinion on any subject. And that opinion 
carried considerable weight among the 
regulars at his store. Cleatus "held court" 
behind the bar and the unlucky customers 
he chose to attack with his caustic wit 
cringed while their fellows roared. D. L 
was one of the favorites. Cleatus seldom 
ribbed him anymore·and even allowed 
him to run the register when Sissy was 
busy with an order and Cleatus stepped 
outside to the john. For D. L, Magwood's 
was a ritual. 

Jumping from his jacked-up pickup, 
D. L stomped through an unseen 
pothole, filling his left boot with icy water. 

"Hotdamn!" he hopped around, 
yanking at the drowned boot. "It's 
colder'n Hades out here. Hurry up, Bubba. 
We're late and you know ol' Cleatus is 
gon' give us the devil." 

Sliding from the passenger side, Bubba 
bounded around to D. L's aid. "He's gon' 

rib you for shore," Bubba snickered. "Done 
stepped in over your boot and ol' Cleatus is 
gon' rib you raw." 

"Dammit, Bubba. Jus' hold still so's I 
can get my boot back on," D. L. said, 
grabbing a scrawny shoulder to brace 
against. "I oughta sue th' daylights outa 
Cleatus. That's what I oughta do. Coulda 
broke my durned foot right here in his 
parking lot. You jus' keep your mouth 
shut, Bubba. You hear,?" 

The two men hurried past the gas 
pumps and into the warmth of Magwood's 
store. 

"Well, well," boomed Cleatus. "Jus' look 
what done dragged in. Your mammas 
make you do th' dishes?" He pointed to the 
Budweiser clock over the bar and slid two 
beers toward the approaching men. 

"Colder'n Hades out there," D. L 
snorted, attempting to change the subject. 
He straightened to his full 5-feet, 6-
inches, and tried not to favor his nearly 
frozen foot. 

"Colder'n Hades," Bubba echoed. 
"D. L. stomped through a pothole and 
almost broke his durned foot. Said he's 
gon' sue ya." 

"Shut up, Bubba!" D. L's backhand 
missed as its intended victim ducked. "l's 
jus' foolin' 'bout sue'n, Cleatus. But you 
oughta make the county do somethin 
'bout them holes. Man could hurt hisself 
serious." 

D. L popped the can tab, squatted 
atop his favorite stool and watched Sissy 
working at the grill. She always wore snug 
jeans and a sweater and the way she 

swiveled up to the 

C eu .. · tus' .~=1~=S · for a burger and 
fries to go. 

At 36, Sissy still sported a figure that 
made the boys stammer when they asked 
to take her home, though none ever 
succeeded. She never spent much money 
and kept to herself outside Magwood's. 
Rumor had it that she loved a feed and 
grain salesman up in Charlotte, but the 
local fellows kept hoping. 

"Can't depend on them wuthless devils 
for' nuthin," Cleatus's booming voice 
brought D. L. back from his dreaming. 
"County, state or federal-guv'ment's all 
the same-not wuth the shot it'd take to 
shoot'em." 

D. L was about to add his usual, 
"Tha's th' truth, Cleatus," but Bubba 
chimed in first. D. L. shot Bubba a hard 
glance. Bubba'd been actin' awful uppity 
tonight. 

Cleatus flicked his toothpick to the side 
of his mouth and fetched up his most 
serious scowl. "Guess you boys done heard 
'bout th' durned wildlife department 
want'n to go up on our license fees. It's 
downright unAmerican, tha's what 
I say!" 

"That's th' truth, Cleatus," Bubba and 
D.L. shot out in unison. 

Spurred on by this double agreement, 
Cleatus continued his tirade. "Seems to 
me we don't need half them wardens, 
biologists and Lord-knows-what-elses they 
got on the payroll. Let the deer and turkey 
and fish alone. They'll look out for 
themselves like they always have. Paper 
here says license fees haven't gone up in 
nine years. Well, I can't see that they've 
done enough in nine years to use up the 
money they get now. 

"It's gettin' so a man gets charged 
somethin' for doin' nuthin.' I tell you, 
raising the huntin' and fishin' license fees 
is gon' hurt a fellow who jus' wants to go 
out once or twice a year and put a little 

sumthin' in th' freezer." 

comeuppance D.L. and Bubba were 
about to second Cleatus again 

when Sissy spoke up. 
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All the boys know better'n to talk back to ol' 
Cleatus, but Sissy ain't no boy. When one too 
many lies were told, she had to open up. 

"What you're say'n jus' don't sound right 
to me, Cleatus." 

A hush fell on Magwood's as Cleatus 
turned to face the woman. No one had 
ever dared to openly disagree with him 
before. 

"Now jus' what would you know 'bout 
this kinda stuff?" he snorted. "You ain't 
ever been huntin' or ftShin'." 

Sissy took two steps toward him and 
braced one hand on her hip. "Says you," 
she snapped, pointing her spatula at his 
drooping belly. "My daddy over in 
Lancaster County was as good at huntin' 
and fishin' as any man here. I used to go 
with him a lot." 

Blowing a strand of blond hair aside, she 
turned to face the still astonished 
customers. "I know D.L. and Bubba have 
brought at least four deer by here this year. 
Ronnie over there always seems to get one 
or two deer each season and just about 
everyone of you catch more than yo' 
share of fish. You spend enough in here 
durin' a week to buy yourselves three or 
four licenses apiece." 

"You better watch your mouth there, 
Sissy, and get back to your grill," Cleatus 
snarled. 

who caught them fellas that kept 
trespassing on yo' place, Shorty?" 
Another customer hung his head. 

"There's a lotta things you guys get for 
your license money 'dudin' research on 
game and the public land most of you 
hunt on. And that don't even scratch 
the stuff they do for animals we don't hunt 
and oceanfish and rare plants and 
everythin' e~. 'Sides, the paper says it's 
only the second time they've asked for a 
license increase in 24 years. Hell, you 
got a bargain, sounds like to me." She 
turned back to the red-faced Cleatus. 

"She's got you there, Cleatus," Bubba 
snickered. "Can't say she ain't got you 
there." Others in the store began to 
chuckle and snicker too. 

"Well, maybe I can't, but I sure as 

in about three weeks, with a keg or two 
of free beer in case any of you boys 
want to stop by." 

Sissy marched to the door, then 
stopped. "Come on Bubba, you can walk 
me home." 

"Hotdamn!" Bubba knocked over his 
stool. 

"Goodnight, Laverne," Sissy waved and 
swiveled out on the beaming Bubba's arm. 

"Laverne?" D.L repeated, looking at 
the slack-jawed man behind the counter. 
"Laverne!" 

Magwood's Self Service Grocery & Grill 
shook with the laughter. But, for the first 
time in his life,,Cleatus L Magwood 
couldn't think of anything to say._,., 

hell can say she's fired if she don't tend her ; John Davis 
own business." Cleatus attempted to stare \'\ 
Sissy down. 

"Wrong again, Cleatus," Sissy said, an B • 1 h 
icycalminhervoice. "Youcan'tfirea 1osp ere 
body who's already quit and that's jus' 
what I'm doin1 ." She pulled off her apron ;1 
and reached for her coat. {, , 

"Old Mr. Taylor has been offerin' to sell 1! 
me his homeplace across the street. ' 
The downstairs 
is perfect for 
a bar and grill. 
I expect I'll 
be open 

Ignoring his warning, Sissy snatched 
the paper from Cleatus' hand. "I read this 
same story here," she said. "It says we 
didn't even have any deer or turkey in 
these parts until the wildlife department 
started restocking 'em several years ago. 
And what about the striped bass over in 
the lake? Wildlife stocked them too and a ~1~#~~·,;1~fe ~ 
lot Of other fish w!Yitf~'iJ.;#n,,, .-'ft/,f/;lf.~ • ~Hu JW,$/,~. " 

"Don't forget the ftSh in ~~r.~~J~t,;1/(~~J,J''f:'rf(;lj~_r,W,fj!:tl!lf//HJ!,fj/!ltJ 
" ,,,, %,-,,,, ,,,,,,I, A -,, . -i~.frP$Y£ '·1. 11'//11 -ltllj/1.«•.([tj,/,'!lfl your pond, Jerome, ~,,,5k~ 3,,. ://h'jj//1/11111/✓,,,,, ••• ,(,: . 1...11 ... ~,....,,;.- ,,..,,;~ • •✓, ,-t; 

she shook a red- , ,/..- , -::rw, w ;,,,,/'/,-v4'.;i11111111.1.~, ..... --- • • ,"''!1"1111Aii!ldlff/ll/Jd., 
nailed finger at a 
lanky man by the 
pinball machine. "And 
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the far-famed 
canvasback 

Market gunners proclaimed 
thesucculentcanvasback 

"king" of the waterfowl. 
Destrnction of its wild celery 
winter feeding grounds and 

spring nesting wetlands 
have made the bird a 

symbol of our endangered 
waterfowl resources. 

by John Cely 

• Jo the late 1700s Alexander Wilson, America's first ornithologist, dt::SCribed his 
first encounter with the most famous American waterfowl: 

"Slow round an open point we softly steal where four large ducks in playful circles 
wheel. The far-famed Canvass-Bae~ at once we know, Their broad, flat bodies 
wrapped in penciled snow; The burnished chestnut o'er theirnecks that shine, Spread 
deep'ning round each breast a sable zone.• 

The canvasback, or "can," has acquired a mystique that borders on legend. Liter
ature on the bird is replete with such descriptive adjectives and phrases as "lordly," 
"noble," "majestic," "superduck," "king of ducks" and "the gold standard upon which 
all other ducks are measured.• 

Part of the canvasback's appeal is its large size, striking plumage, swiftness of flight 
and renowned taste. During the heyday of market hunting on the Eastern Seaboard, 
a pair of canvasbacks would often sell for $8 to $10, while other ducks brought only 
a dollar or two. Thus is the canvasback synonymous with the market hunting era 
folklore that centered around Chesapeake Bay. To the old-timers who pursued the 
canvasback, it was "king of the bay.• 

Part of this romance may simply be the habitat the can uses during its winter stay 
in the United States. To a duck hunter, a mallard hunt brings to mind old ricefields 
or flooded timber. Teal or widgeon remind us of shallow marshes and ponds. Canvas
backs conjure up memories of wide open bays with a stiff northwest wind and stalks 
of cordgrass bending out to a glorious sunrise on the horizon. Hunting canvasbacks in 
their element is an arduous business for only the most dedicated waterfowlers. 
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During the winters of 1976 and 1977, I was fortunate in being able to study the 
canvasback in South Carolina under a contract with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and Clemson University. The can population is lower than that of any major 
North American game duck. Breeding surveys in Canada, where most cans nest, show 
a population of only about 500,(XX) birds. 

Since 1973 the Fish and Wildlife Service has initiated an intensive research pro
gram on the breeding, migrating and wintering grounds to find reasons for its low 
numbers and ways to increase them. 

The heart of canvasback breeding territmy lies in the Prairie Pothole Region of 
south central Manitoba, where breeding densities have exceeded 10 cans per square 
mile. The canvasback female selects marshy potholes and sloughs, usually less than 
an acre in size, and constructs a bulky nest of cattails directly over or next to water. 

Water is a crucial link in the breeding cycle of the canvasbacks. While many ducks 
nest in fields up to a mile away from water, the can must have water for successful 
nesting. This dependence on water probably explains the can's early spring migration. 
They are among the first ducks to arrive in Canada when spring potholes and sloughs 
are full of water from recent snow and ice. 

The canvasback lays an average of seven to twelve eggs but is often parasitized by 
its close relative, the redhead duck, which knocks out canvasback eggs and deposits 
its own. This parasitism sometimes results in nest desertion and both waterfowl 
species suffer. 

Unfortunately for cans, their breeding ground, when drained, makes prime wheat 
growing land, thus causing the canvasbacks and farmers to collide. Land clearing and 
drainage recently has accelerated, but tum-of-the-century ornithologists noted de
struction of the Dakotas' breeding grounds, where the canvasback was once a common 
nester. 

While the destruction of breeding grounds is probably the canvasback's biggest 
threat, other problems beset the bird. Since the late '40s, the raccoon has invaded 
canvasback breeding territory and has completely disrupted breeding cycles in some 
areas by feeding on canvasback eggs. 

The lush stands of wild celery that gave the canvasback its distinctive flavor have 
all but disappeared from its Chesapeake Bay wintering grounds. Scientists cannot 
completely explain the causes of this disappearance but believe it to be a combination 
of increased municipal and industrial pollution, turbidity from excessive silt runoff 
and even increased salinity from recent hurricanes in the area. Famed Susquehanna 
Flats at the head of Chesapeake Bay once overwintered the greatest concentrations of 
canvasbacks on the Eastern Seaboard. Because of the lack of plant foods, the Flats 
are now completely devoid of cans. 

The purist will be dismayed to find that in Chesapeake Bay and other areas the 
lordly canvasback has converted to a diet of clams. This diet switch seems to have 
affected the taste of the canvasback only slightly, however. In spite of the tremendous 
population growth around Chesapeake Bay, biologists admit some areas could see a 
limited return of plant beds. 

Also affecting canvasback populations is the distorted sex ratio favoring males 
almost two to one. Of the total half-million can population, only about 175,(XX) 
are females. 

The glory of the canvasback was probably at its zenith during the Chesapeake Bay 
market-hunting days of the late 1800s and early 1900s. Market hunters employed every 
conceivable means to slay large numbers of birds. Sinkboxes, punt guns, night shoot
ing, baiting and trapping were all used. Seasons were simply the length of time birds 
stayed in the area, usually from October through March. It wasn't unusual for one 
gunner to kill several thousand canvasbacks in a few months. 

Like most diving ducks, the can is highly gregarious and much more susceptible to 
hunting pres.sure than dabbling ducks such as the mallard and the black. If market 
hunting had continued, the canvasback would probably be extinct today. 

Unfortunately for most South Carolinians, opportunities to study this splendid bird 
here are limited. South Carolina is not a traditional wintering ground for the canvas
back. Most winter further north between Vuginia and New York, others on the Gulf 
Oxist and in Florida, while still another population winters on the Pacific Oxist. 
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South Ou-glina supports between 2,COO and 3,COO canvasbacks from November 
through March. There are several locations where the bird can be studied at close 
range. One of these is the freshwater pond at Huntington Beach State Park. Another 

~~~ ().'(~ 
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is Jack's Creek and Moccasin Pond at Bull's Island on the Cape Romain National 
Wildlife Refuge. Canvasbacks can be seen from the Cosgrove Avenue Bridge over the 
Ashley River in Charleston and from the refuge headquarters at the Savannah Na
tional Wildlife Refuge near Hardeeville. 

The canvasback in South Carolina has a decided preference fur coa.5ta} environ
ments and it is alma,t futile to look fur the bird inland. About 60 percent of the cans 
in South Carolina are found in Georgetown O>unty, especially in Winyah Bay and on 
several nearby plantations. Winyah Bay is one of the few areas in our state where the 
public has an opportunity to hunt the bird. However, the can bag limit in South 
Carolina has been restricted to one bird fur the past several years and it is questionable 
if a one-bird limit is worth the considerable effort that goes into canvasback hunting. 
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On the state's estuaries the can usually feeds on the thumb-sized Baltic clam. But at 
Huntington Beach State Park during the summer, one has an opportunity to see 

#' ~ ~ perhaps the bird's most preferred Southern food, banana water-lily. The bright yell~w 
_ .o V..l?flower of this aquatic plant makes it very conspicuous and attractive. The can feeds 

'-,~~.,r,,. 08p p r;;i by diving and rooting up the banana-like tubers of this water-lily. The can's pro, 
,,~~"Yrf~}tt~.t, {\ l'' nounced sloping profile and elongated bill make it eminently suitable for feeding on 
;f~-11~!;,f-...,:~!f~ e , &;;:i these tubers, which are inaccessible to m05t other ducks . 

.. ~; ~~;~·fi~t~Jt~1.~-~ ,r1 Although the Baltic clam and banana water-lily are the two most important can-.... :r,,·•,. ·~ . ..,.....:r.,~. ~ t:.--'i,"t.l. .. ~ . 
.};1 ~$ · '·">:~:;f.~\l ~~ · ~- ' · · . vasback foods in South Carolina, the bird also feeds on widgeon grass, sago pondweed, 

,.;,§! lf l:l :-:-1 -i~~.- t _·: ::!1> ml.l.5k grass, square stem spikerush, white water-lily, black gum and pine seeds, 
,;, i5 ~- lt\-- •✓.~~ft~·-:~r- watershield and acorns. 
· .. ,,...,~ ~~; '.§:\ l-, 1 In South Carolina the canvasback prefers alkaline freshwater impoundments vary-
,.~ ,·,a, ::i ;Jfi. f'_:f.:; ·:;.?:;. ing in depth from three to six feet. These impoundments are the most suitable for the 

>}'-~, .~;-J:-;,. ~s;:--:~ __ ..... 1.. f eti rred ba k Ian c__.J_ 1 I '"j_,', •_,.\;, 1).~.~ . · '· grow1.:n o pr e canvas c p t 1uuu:;. However, since most watenow manage-
'if~ :->-~~·~ ··1- South Carol d ed ward shall h fa dab .,~• •"'·' • ment in ina is irect to ow mars management voring -
-~~ ':~ · bling ducks, high quality canvasback habitat is scarce. With a little effort, plantation 
~~•• owners and refuge managers could improve and create additional canvasback habitat. 
~ · • One advantage of "deep" water management is that it requires less expense and man-,ftJ, 
1 power for upkeep when compared to shallow marsh management. 

Studies have shown that the canvasback female is four times as vulnerable to 
gunning pres.51.lfe as the male. This may be one reason fur the distorted sex ratio. 
Some researchers have suggested the use of male-only decoys to attract mostly the 
male canvasback and cut down on female mortality. The use of male-only decoys is 
heresy to many traditional duck hunters accustomed to using decoy sets of females 
with a few males thrown in. Waterfowlers will have to adapt to new techniques, 
however, if their sport is to survive. 

The future of canvasback hunting doesn't look very bright. In many areas of the 
country the can season ~ been closed fur several years. Since at least the early '60s, 
restrictive seasons have been in effect throughout the country. Yet the canvasback~ 
responded very slowly or not at all to these protective measures. Perhaps canvasback 
numbers have been so depleted that it may take several decades for restoration. It 
would be a dark day for American sportsmen to lose their most prestigious waterfowl. 

The new Canvasback Society has begun a campaign to save the noble bird. Their 
motto is "The canvasback shall not only survive, but thrive." Energetic society pres
ident Keith Russell is an optimist who believes that canvasback numbers can be 
increased t.o two million birds. Russell is ba.5ing his optimism largely on other Amer
ican wildlife success stories, such as the comeback of the white-tailed deer, wild turkey 
and wood duck. 

Adversities facing the canvasback seem to be more complex and evasive than other 
game species. One can only wish the best for the Canvasback Society, the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service and other conservation organizations in their efforts to restore 
America's king of ducks, the canvasback . .., · 

John E. Cely is an endangered species biologist with the Wddlife and Marine Resoun:es 
Detxmment's division <! wildlife and freshwater fisheries. 



It's respectable now to be an environmental
ist. But it's even better to call yourself a conser
vationist. Even now the environmental causes 
which electrified the '70s conjure up images of 
an anti,establishment radical fringe. Sucked 
into the vortex of social protest, some individuals 
were suddenly sensitized to a national landsaipe 
polluted, devastated and spoiled by a country 
caught pellmell in progress. And the cry was 
raised to save----to save and retrieve what nat
ural resoun::es remained. 

This plea was not unlike the traditional 
theme of managing forests and wildlife that con-

Leaving behind a youthful 
rebellion in the '70s, South 
Carolina's environmental . 

movement emerges with some 
losses in leadership, but definite 
gains in political maturity. In the 

'80s, conservationists must 
summon this maturity to face a 

decade of tough decisions. 

servationists had been repeating smce President Coalition, Bill Frye, executive director of the 
Theodore Roosevelt created the national forest South CaroUna Environmental CoaUtion, 
reserves in 1896. But after witnessing the mul- commented on the changing times: "Most read
tiple side--effects of an industry-polluted Hudson ers of poUtical tealeaves aren't predicting sunny 
River, the emeiging leadership in the last decade times ahead for the conservation movement. 
saw that conservation was a bigger picture than The public fervor that spurred the legislative 
we thought. progress of the last decade has run its course, 

Recognizing the angering negative associa- they say, and left the framework of state and 
tions with the protest years, the environmental- federal environmental laws open for revision 
ists of the eighties call themselves conservationists. and repeal Outlooks range from nervous gen
It's a safer identity, but a broader one too, im- . eral optimism to utter gloom; I'll confess to fall
bued with wisdom derived from growing knowl- ing somewhere between the two. " 
edge aoout our natural world and hard-earned There is indeed a restive spirit among state 
experience that taught an energized generation conservationists. They acknowledge work for 
how to get things done. the environment continues inside government-

According to recent polls, two out of three because acceptance has become institutional
Americans support natural resource canserva- ized. But they also look uneasy when they ask 
tion and environmental protection. Citizens where the vigorous leadership is----only to recall 
now expect the government protections they what has happened to the cadre of exceptional 
once saw as radical Uberalism, as they perceive individuals who squared off with the big issues 
sometimes drastic improvements in air and of the '70s. 
iuater quality and enjoy more access to recrea- · Brion Blackwelder, ~ master strate
tion and wilderness areas. And because the gov- gist for the South Carolina Environmental Co
ernment is a mirror of public opinion, the true alition, mooed to Florida in 1978, where he is 
test of a movement's impact is in government now executive director of the Broward County 
reform South CaroUna's politicians passed im- Environmental Coalition. Jim Elder, the man 
port:ant environmental laws in the '70s, acquir- with magic who could inspire volunteers to 
ing in the process a heightened ecological achieve the impossible, was snared by the Na-
conscience. 

But veterans of those hard early years from 
1970 to 1978 look toward the '80s with cau
tion. In an editorial in the fall 1980 issue of 

by Julie Lumpkin 

tional Sierra Club in 1978 to lobby Congress in 
Washington, D. C. Ann Jennings, who just 
completed a two-year term on the South Car
oUna Coastal Council in 1979, has shifted 
priori.ties inf avar of her career as vice-president 
of Semaphore Inc. , a Columbia public relations 
firm. And Katherine Gilbert, farmer natural 
resource chair for the League of Women Voters 
of South Carolina, farmer president of the En
vironmental Coalition and beloved crusader, 
died with work unfinished in 1979. 

Others involved in the '70s activism re
aligned with other needs or simply stopped be
cause they were worn out. Thankfully, some 
state leadership remained to build on their gains, 
while others joined the establishment as govern
ment researchers and advisers. But as these folks 
mull over past events, they know the '80s dec
ade will be a tough one. 

The '60s issue was civil rights; the '70s was 
the environment; the '80s will be ene,-gy. Pres
sure to economize in our use of ene,-gy, find new 

sourr:es, and recycle old ones will dominate the 
national scene, while even more critical issues 
confront South Caruana. Resolving our haz
ardous chemical waste disposal problem, con
trolling the burial of low-level radioactive waste, 
and solving the storage and disposal problems of 
high-level nuclear waste will occupy our minds 
and, in South CaroUna's case, encroach on our 
own lxickyard. As "the nuclear state," South 
CaroUna's nuclear ene,-gy-waste disposal di
lemma will be further compounded by national 
ene,-gy demands. 

The ~ng picture shows the ene,-gy push 
on a collision course with land conservation 
measures. Oil exploration and coal and mineral 
mining will threaten the quality of Ufeblood re
sources: soil, forests, iuater and air. With this 
conflict will come pressure to relax hard-won 
regulations. Many conservationists agree that 
some federal regulations are too strict, but they 
warn that the laws may be emasculated if goo
ernment leaders yield to anticipated assaults 
from big industry. 
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Birth Cries 
ofa 

Movement 
Fortunately, the 1970s' environmental 

activism provided state leaders a training 
ground for what they might not have seen 
then as even rougher times ahead. Former 
Environmental Coalition president Ann 
Jennings attributes the furor in South Car
olina during the '70s to the climate created 
by the Vietnam protest years and the sud
den passage of a host of federal environ
mental protection laws by 1973. 
Environmental activists cut their teeth on 
such far-reaching acts as the Environmen
tal Policy Act, Clean Air Act, Air Quality 
Act, Water Pollution Control Act, En
dangered Species Act, Coastal Zone Man
agement Act, and the Marine Protection, 
Research and Sanctuaries Act. 

Jennings awoke to conservation prob
lems in South Carolina when she organized 
a massive recycling effort in Columbia in 
1971. Sponsored by the then Columbia 
Environmental Coalition, the organization 
held a recycling day once every six weeks. 
At one time 20 recycling centers collected 
paper and bottles. Jennings remembers 
when they collected 120 tons of paper and 
30 tons of glass in one day. 

Shortly thereafter, Jennings recruited 
Brion Blackwelder, a Duke graduate experi
enced in North Carolina environmental is
sues. Recognizing the need to lobby on 
many state issues, Jennings, Blackwelder 
and a large group of activists reorganized to 
become the South Carolina Environmen
tal Coalition. As president, Jennings 
promptly signed up a willing Blackwelder as 
Executive Director. 

Often described as 1HE Environmental 
Coalition, Blackwelder was tireless in his ef
forts, working 80 hours a week, seven days 
a week without pay. Jennings recalls one of 
her first conversations with Blackwelder. 
•He said, . 'I'm sure you get copies of the 
Corps of Engineers permits, don't you?' I 
had never heard of them. So we started 
receiving permit applications and began to 
learn about what was happening to our 
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coastline. We were losing marshes to dredg
ing and filling. When someone filled the 
marsh, the Corps of Engineers would ask 
where their permit was. Then they issued it 
after the fact. This was a very common 
practice." 

In 1973 Jennings and Blackwelder helped 
pull together a diverse group of conserva
tionists to draft the first state tidelands pro
tection bill. It passed the House and was 
referred to the Agriculture and Natural Re
sources Committee. When reported out, 
the bill had been changed to a narrow 
measure that only commented on dredge 
and fill activities. 

Jennings and Blackwelder dug in their 
heels. For the next four years, countless 
hours were given to refinements and com
promises by the two as well as other conser
vationists like Dr. John Dean of USC's Belle 
W. Baruch Institute, John Montgomery of 
the USC Law School, John Hughes Cooper 
of the Audubon Society, Katherine Gilbert 
of the League of Women Voters, and Ted 
Snyder, Con Childress and Dick Watkins, 
all of Sierra Club. 

Government leaders devoted time to the 
bill as well. Frank Caggiano, then director 
of the House agriculture and natural re
sources committee, said, •it took the bet
ter part of my life from 1974 to 1978." Mike 
Copeland, Sen. James Waddell's staff re
search director of the Senate fish, game and 
forestry committee, and Dr. Wayne Beam, 
then director of the wildlife department's 
natural areas acquisition and resources 
planning division, provided input that 
helped determine the bill's final accepted 
form. 

Sen. Waddell guided the bill through the 
legislature, with the help of many legisla
tors, such as Sen. Alex Sanders and Rep. 
Bill Campbell. After many reintroductions 
the bill passed overwhelmingly, with a vote 
of 42 to 0 in the Senate and 105 to 1 in the 
House. Its shaping was an evolutionary 
process, says John Dean, where •the whole 
group massaged it over a period of time." 

When the Tidelands Act finally passed 
both houses of the legislature in 1977, state 
conservationists had achieved a significant 
victory. •Tue tidelands bill was the most 
important environmental legislation passed 
in the state," affirmed Blackwelder. •1t was 
a miracle that we got it." 

Work on that bill identified state envi
ronmentalists and drew them together. But 

this was not the only unifying cause. At the 
same time environmental groups like the 
Sierra Club, Columbia Audubon Society, 
the Environmental Coalition and the South 
Carolina Wildlife Federation were lobbying 
the Public Service Authority's attempt to 
sell timber in the Santee Swamp, the con
tinued cutting of virgin timber in the Con
garee Swamp, construction of a port facility 
on the Wando River and the construction 
of the Richard B. Russell Dam on the Up
per Savannah River. 

Shortly after its formation in 1970, the 
new Joseph Leconte Chapter of the Sierra 
Club, comprised of both North and South 
Carolina, launched a conservation cam
paign to designate the Chattooga River a 
National Wild and Scenic River under the 
U.S. Forest Service. Ted Snyder, then 
chapter president, led that effort and was 
soon swept into other state issues like those 
to preserve Four Holes Swamp and the 
Congaree Swamp. Sierra was thus primed 
for action when Jim Elder burst into the 
picture in 1972. 

An administrative assistant at Dreher 
High School, Elder became known as "Mr. 
Congaree" for his inspired leadership on the 
Congaree Swamp issue. "I first heard 
about Congaree when I was taking one of 
Wade Batson's (botany) courses. We used to 
go there on field trips. After Batson's course, 
I'd go out there on my own. One day I 
visited my favorite spot and it was clear
cut." 

Elder soon found himself giving a pro
gram to the Sierra Club on what was hap
pening to one of the last remaining virgin 
bottomland forests in the Southeast. "The 
next thing I knew, they made me the new 
conservation chair and charged me $20 to 
join Sierra. At that meeting I also met 
Dick Watkins (a chemical engineer and 
Sierra member) who said het:i be glad to help". 

By working through private 
conservation organizations, these 
individuals have galvanized public 

support for issues ranging from 
preserving natural areas to 
regulating hazardous waste. 

Because many of these individuals 
have left the movement's forefront, 
South Carolina's conservationists 

are seeking new leadership. 



There was no turning back. Elder, Wat
kins and Blackwelder joined ranks to begin 
a public education and media blitz that 
eventually hit national headlines. Calling 
themselves the Congaree Swamp National 
Preserve Association, they sent hundreds 
of letters, amassed a horde of volunteers, 
drove thousands of miles giving programs 
and mailed canned slide shows to civic 
groups, churches and schools. "We went 
wherever people wanted us," Elder said. In 
October 1976, President Ford signed the 
bill authorizing the Department of Interior 
to negotiate the property's purchase and to 

designate it a national monument. 
The Congaree campaign produced some 

of the leaders who later tackled an equally 
challenging issue when they opposed the 
Richard B. Russell Dam's construction on 
one of the last free-flowing sections of the 
Savannah River. Omgaree activists Black, 
welder, Guy Jones of Columbia, Robert 
Gale, now of Hilton Head, Ernie Hickman 
of Aiken and Katherine Gilbert were rein
forced by local coalitions like Al Stokes' 
Friends of the Savannah and Dr. Ross 
Clark's Upper Savannah River Defense 
Association. If completed, the proposed 

dam would be the third to harness the Sa
vannah after the Hartwell and Clark Hill 
Dams. Once conservationists got a whiff of 
the proposed project's benefits versus its li
abilities, they immediately smelled another 
pork barrel water project, economically un
justifiable and environmentally disastrous. 
(See South Carolina WJdlife, July-August 
1976, "Trotters Shoals: The Big Boondog
gle"). 

The South Carolina Wildlife Federation 
is one group which has been involved in 
Trotters Shoals from the early years around 
1974 to the present. The Federation con-

Dr. John Dean 
director 

USC Marine Science Program 

Katherine Gilbert 
farmer president 

S.C. Emironmental Oialirion 

Ted Snyder 
farmer president 

National Sierra Club 

Dr. Jacqueline Jacobs 
director 

S.C. Wrldlife Federation 



siders it a "bad project in all respects." Be
sides displacing families who have occupied 
and farmed the land for generations, the 
project will take 26,650 acres of wildlife 
habitat, destroy the trout fishery below 
Hartwell Dam, and deplete the oxygen 
content needed for the survival of Clark 
Hill Lake's bass. 

Dr. Jacqueline Jacobs, Wildlife Federa
tion executive director, described other re
servations, "It's a terrible use of lan~ 
putting it under water, when it's needed for 
our growing population. It will use as 
much energy as it will produce. We're very 
concerned about seismic activity. The new 
lake may cause pressure, and the dam's not 
being built for maximum earthquake stress 
capabilities." 

Many state agencies also opposed the 
project, including the Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Commission, which among other 
reservations, objected in 1975 on the 
grounds it would flood the heart of a 250,-
000-acre game management area. Gov. 
James B. Edwards denounced the project 
the same year. After releasing a study in 
1977, Butler C. Derrick, congressman for 

the third district where the project is lo
cated, also opposed Trotters Shoals as an 
ill-conceived boondoggle. Despite the 
overwhelming opposition, Congress ap
proved the federal funds in 1977, and Pres
ident Carter signed the bill authorizing their 
allocation. 

The Federation is currently challenging 
the project through a suit filed in 1976 
against the Environmental Protection 
Agency, the Department of Interior and 
the Corps of Engineers. Meanwhile, the 
dam's construction continues. 

The South Carolina Wildlife Federation 
has long provided a stabilizing influence on 
controversial issues. Founded in 1931 as the 
South Carolina Fish and Game Associa
tion, the organization was born primarily 
out of one man's convictions about wildlife 
and resource management. Through his 
widely read "Woods and Waters" column in 
The State newspaper, the late Harry Hamp
ton (see Roundtable) identified a constit
uency which urged for smaller game limits, 
shorter hunting and fishing seasons and the 
creation of a commission to manage the 
new laws. The leadership of men like 

Senator James Waddell Senator Alex Sanders Congressman Butler Derrick 

Hampton and his friends Alexander C. 
Heyward and Sen. Shepherd K. Nash re
sulted in the creation of the Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Department and the or
ganization of the association, which was re
vived after World War II as the South 
Carolina Wildlife Federation. 

As one of the first conservation groups, 
the Wildlife Federation is unique, growing 
through 50 years of change and dealing 
with the competing interests of its hunters, 
hikers, birdwatchers, fishermen and natu
ralists. By placing the resource as its first 
priority, the Federation has learned the po
litical value of accommodation and credi
bility, sooner than most. 

Frequently operating with a non-salaried 
staff, private organizations depend on dy
namic and faithful leaders to generate fund
raising events and enthusiastic volunteers. 
More and more the tendency is towards 
professionalism, however, where the staff is 
allocated a budget from a national office or 
a salary base is created through research or 
public education grants. 

Some organizations or special programs 
are endowed with leverage that allows 
them to do work others can't. By virtue of 
its creation within the Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department, the Heritage Trust 
program is supported by state-appropriated 
money. Established to inventory the state's 
natural resources threatened by habitat loss 
or degradation, the staff identifies those sig
nificant ecosystems which merit protection 
as representatives of the state's natural her
itage. Since it was begun in 1974, the Her
itage Program has quietly protected such 
outstanding natural areas as the Santee 
Coastal Reserve, Capers Island, Stevens 
Creek Natural Area, and more recently, 
the Eastatoe River Gorge, Lake Marion's 
Bird Island, an active bald eagle nesting 
site and several rare plant communities. 

The Heritage Program was conceived as 
a cooperative venture with The Nature 

For the past eight years, these and 
other government advisers and 

lawmakers have been activists for 
change in our state's conservation 
policy. Most acknowledge they are 

successful only when the public 
voices concern over the same issue. 



Omservancy, a national private organiza
tion which works to protect the country's 
unique natural lands. Since the national 
office recognized that South Carolina had 
more land in a crucial state than other parts 
of the country, it established The Nature 
Conservancy of South Carolina in 1978 to 
work on-site in partnership with the Heri
tage Program. Since the state Nature Con
servancy can deal with a corporation or 
individual through practical economic ap
peals, it's able to negotiate on behalf of con
servation programs like Heritage Trust as 
well as initiate its own projects. 

"The major premise which makes The 
Nature Conservancy successful," says direc
tor La Bruce Alexander, "is that we speak 
softly and carry a big stick. We don't call 
nam~we talk in economic temlS which 
businesses can relate to." By showing clients 
how the tax benefits from a partial donation 
can bring more cash to the company than 
an outright fair market sale, Alexander says 
both parties can accomplish something 
very good and do something pragmatic at 
the same time. 

Within 
the 

System 
An important political lesson was learned 

from those beginnings during the '70s. Con
servationists learned that the best way to 
get what they want is by applying the po
litics of accommodation. Creating political 
coalitions, building credibility, avoiding 
single issues, wielding clout and seeking 
change within the system-these are tactics 
of accommodation. Ti.me has allowed old 
wounds to heal, as conservationists, now 
more sedate, meet with public officials to 
make decisions. 

And as they adopt this new approach, 
conservationists are more than a little 
aware of the peculiar social and political sys
tem with which they must contend in 
South Carolina. In some ways this state is 
still recovering from the economic devas
tation wrought by the War Between the 
States. Arising from our economic straits 
was an attitude which viewed many indus-

tries with welcome amlS. "Cash money 
looks good because we're a poor rural state," 
remarks Or. Mary Kelly, natural resources 
chair for the state League of Women Vot
ers. 

Citizens are often grandly informed that 
industry is attracted to the state due to our 
high quality of life and rich natural re
sources. But those compliments are a two
edged sword. Some corporations view 
South Carolina as an "emerging nation," 
says Sen. Alex Sanders, because it has 
many of the characteristics of a third-world 
country: "cheap nonunion labor, an abun
dance of natural resources for sale, and a 
relatively monolithic political structure." 

Of course, the irony in our favor is that 
the state's slow economy has prevented it 
from growing too fast, before we had federal 
legislation that encourged people to be re
sponsible when they rearranged the land
scape. 

Conservationists looking at the eighties 
must carry a fundamental knowledge of our 
past. Without this perspective, some envi
ronmentalists have been too quick to point 
fingers. They won't be making the same 
mistakes again, and they've learned to cap
italize on their successes. 

Bill Frye explains that the Environmen
tal Coalition has long since surrendered 
grand-standing as a main-stay strategy on 
the state level to the more credible work of 
building political coalitions. "We try to tie 
together constituencies who desire a similar 
outcome, but who need cooperation from 
other groups." Frye also believes if their pub
lications provide an objective account of 
the issues, "We'll get more response from 
the public by letting them decide on an is
sue instead of telling them what their posi
tion should be." 

Another sign of adaptation is the num
ber of conservationists who are accepted 
into the system as advisers. Ben Gregg and 
Patricia Jerman, formerly staff with the 
state Coastal Council, now comprise the 
leadership in the Governor's Office of Nat
ural Resources. Gov. Riley created the new 
office after his election in 1978 to handle 
any concern that fell under the category of 
environmental quality and conservation. 
Until the time their office was formed, 
Natural Resources was housed under Com
munity Development and Public Trans
portation, where economic development 
was emphasized. 

Gregg and Jerman are particularly enthu
siastic about one in-state project, the Gov
ernor's Natural Resources Education 
Council, established in July 1980 to imple
ment a state plan for natural resource and 
environmental education by September 
1981. 

Legislative attitudes on conservation are 
also affected by the staff research positions 
created in 197 4 to gather information for 
the legislators independent of special inter
ests and state agencies. Frank Caggiano, 
who served four years on the House agri
culture and natural resources committee, is 
now director of Senate research. Caggiano, 
who continues to follow conservation is
sues, admitted concern about future indus
trialization. "Somehow South Carolina is 
going to have to temper its desire to indus
trialize the state with an awareness of prob
lems other industrial areas have with clean 
air and water, water storage and retention 
ofagricultural lands." 

A recent transfer to the Governor's Di
vision of Energy Resources, Ken Kinard 
served three years as director of research for 
the House agriculture and natural resource 
committee, which takes a special interest 
in those who hunt, fish, hike and farm. 
Fifty percent of the legislation the 18-rep
resentative committee handles is wildlife
related. In addition to updating hunting 
and fishing laws, Kinard says they get more 
and more legislation restricting the use of 
land and protecting people from people. 

Outside the State House, conservation
ists from both government and the private 
sector provide technical expertise to envi
ronmental councils and committees. Or. 
John Dean of the USC Baruch Institute 
replaced Ann Jennings on the Coastal 
Council in 1979. Dean, whoprovidedtech
nical input for the many versions of the 
tidelands bill, has been active in coastal 
conservation issues since he moved to the 
state from Richland, Washington, in 1970. 

Citing the change in the public's attitude 
towards conserving the marsh, Dean says 
people have come to accept the idea be
cause conservationists have spent a lot of 
time explaining the need to protect tide
lands. "One single act of leadership can 
have cumulative effects," says Dean. "Sen
ator Waddell has provided real leadership. 
He recognized the political climate was ripe 
for coastal legislation." 

Waddell, chairman of the Coastal Coun-
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As issues of water quality, 
hazardous waste and land use 

overlap with the big problem of 
energy, today's policy will 

determine the options available for 
our descendents. 

cil, is pleased with the effectivenes.s of the 
three-year-old tidelands bill. "Through per
mitting and monitoring the wetlands, 
we've gotten control of the use of our wet
lands . .. I think now we're in the posi
tion to do some long-range planning in 
terms of what we see for the future and the 
kinds of pres.sure that will be forthcoming 
in the next decade. I see a very definite 
increase in pres.sure on the coastline from 
our growing population." 

When conservationists aren't creasing 
their brow over 1980 coastal impact issues, 
they are casting a worried eye inland to sur
vey waste disposal problems. Dr. Mary Kelly, 
Natural Resource Chair and Energy Chair 
for the League of Women Voters of South 
Carolina, served on the special advisory 
committee for the revision of state hazard
ous waste regulations and serves on the ad
visory committee to the environmental 
quality control section of the Department 
of Health and Environmental Control. 
"Degradation of the environment is not just 
bad for the quality of life, but for the exist
ence of life," Kelly asserts. 

"This hazardous waste situation has got 
to be cleaned up, because chemical con

the ground water." 

When asked what types of hazardous waste 
comes into the state, Kelly said, "Every
thing-pesticides, wood preservatives, 
normal industrial solvents. PCB's (poly
chlorinated byphenyls) are prohibited, but 
if truth be known, there are things coming 
into South Carolina that are worse." (Pre
viously used in the manufacture of electrical 
equipment, PCB's were banned because 
they cause devastating damage to the en
vironment and living organisms.) 

As of November 1980, state officials 
were waiting for the Environmental Pro
tection Agency to approve interim author
ization of hazardous waste regulations revised 
by DHEC according to the recommenda
tions of the advisory committee on which 
Kelly served in fall 1979. If approved, the 
regulations would draw some hard lines on 
hazardous waste disposal, placing responsi
bility for public health squarely on hazard
ous waste generators and waste disposal 
facilities as well as DHEC. Conservationists 
are pleased, because this time South Caro
lina took the initiative in environmental 
policy-making before being forced by the 
federal government. 

OurWaste
ANational 
Problem 

When asked to name the critical issues 
of the '80s, Frank Caggiano replied, "I 
gues.s the premiere issue is whether or not 
South Carolina will be forced to be the 
guinea pig for the storage of high-level, 
commercial radioactive waste. As far as 
I'm concerned, it's not interim storage. 
Once it's here, it's here." 

Kelly said when she first worked with haz
ardous waste issues for the League, "My con
tention was we couldn't deal with hazardous 
waste without looking at nuclear waste. 
The League's point of view is leery of away
from-reactor storage. We're worried about 
never resolving final disposal and con
cerned about federal ownership versus state 
or private ownership. And then there's the 
transportation issue. This is a small state 
and all this stuff will be traveling across our 
roads." 



State Sen. Alex Sanders, a strong force 
in advocating a more cautious attitude to
ward nuclear development in South Caro
lina, acknowledges that " there's only so 
much we can do, because it's a national is
sue. But we also have a governor who's to
tally sensitive and quite knowledgeable, 
and through him we're responding to those 
concerns." 

Last year, Governor Riley worked with 
Washington ally Butler Derrick, who intro
duced legislation in O:ingress establishing a 
regional network of waste storage sites 
which would make each state responsible 
for insuring the safety of its waste disposal. 
"I support nuclear power as an alternate 
energy source," Derrick explains. "The 
problem I have is with the waste. I want 
to keep South Carolina from being one of 
the only states receiving nuclear waste from 
all over the United States and foreign 
countries." 

The O:ingressman is also concerned that 
the temporary storage of high-level waste at 
Barnwell's Allied General Nuclear Services 
will become permanent. "I want to help 
the federal government find the most desir
able site in the country to bury this stuff 
permanently." Derrick also supports appro
priations to design a vitrification facility at 
the Savannah River Plant to put SRP's 
present liquid radioactive waste in solid 
form, so it can be shipped out of the state. 

Ted Snyder of Walhalla, who just retired 
as president of the National Sierra Club 
and as a member of their board of directors, 
says South Carolina's real problem lies in 
what the utility companies will do with the 
spent fuel rods. "I think they should keep 
them where they are and tum the darn 
plants off. Burying them doesn't render 
them useless, it just isolates them. It's a 
head-in-the-sand solution. The long-term 
solution is to stop building nuclear plants 
and transfer to solar energy. We have 
enough gas reserves to tide us over the tran
sition." 

Some forecasters predict nuclear energy 
will become an ohiolete technology in fu
ture years. South Carolina may then be 
struggling with its nuclear waste disposal 
problem long after the country has switched 
to more environmentally compatible en
ergy sources. (For a discussion of nuclear 
waste in South Carolina, see "The Nuclear 
Waste Dilemma," South Carolina Wddlife, 
May-June 1980.) 

Sitting Ducks 
Weighty problems indeed lie ahead. The 

consensus of conservationists however is 
that South Carolina is lucky because there 
are places left to conserve. Interest re
mains intense on the government level. 
The catch is that when public opinion is 
translated into law, the public assumes the 
crisis has passed. The public can trust ad
vocates to represent their views, but the 
leadership is quick to point out that without 
public involvement, they can only do so 
much. 

"The hard part," admits Ann Jennings, 
"is that since everything has been given to 
the bureaucracy, the question is to monitor 
the state agencies to see that they do their 
job." 

Citizens can plug into the action in many 
ways, from sending observers to board and 
commission meetings, to submitting nom
inations to the governor for appointments 
to state boards, to writing letters to policy
makers and directors of state agencies as 
well as the governor and legislators to uxge 
action on a particular issue. 

Recalling the days when the League of 
O:inservation Voters was active back in 
1975, Brion Blackwelder emphasizes the im
portance of participating in the electoral 
process. The LCV evaluated legislators 
based on their voting records on environ
mental issues, then released a list of the 
Clean Dozen and the Dirty Dozen. 

After six or seven years of fiery environ
mental evangelism during the seventies, it 
was inevitable that activists would bum 
out. The apparent quiet is explained by the 
need for rest and the recognition that en
ergy must be invested rather than spent. 
"It takes an awful lot to drive all over the 
state, be called names by the opposition, 
stuff and mail information, handle the 
press, confront politicians, and take money 
out of our pocket. It's an enormous under
taking. You need a group of people if you're 
going to do something. We met every 
Wednesday night on O:ingaree and the 
Russell Dam,• remembers Blackwelder. "But 
I think it's imperative now that we do 
some tough talking. We need to tell people 
they're sitting ducks if they don't start doing 
something." 

Along with the inkling that conserva
tionists may need to re-align coalitions, 
some think another real need is to develop 
leadership. Although Jim Elder believes 
"You have to be offended before you'll be
come involved," Dick Watkins thinks lead
ership can be identified and developed. 
Speaking for the Sierra Club, Watkins con
cedes, "It's unreasonable to expect new 
members to jump in immediately, but we 
have to provide learning and training to 
help them get involved. Some members, if 
properly guided, would be motivated to par
ticipate in issues." 

Motivation shouldn't be a problem when 
politics plunges into issues like clean air and 
water, fertile land and energy sourc~is
sues which affect constituents in every eco
nomic and social sector. Environmentalists 
are therefore no longer a special interest 
group. 

With special interests, the lines are 
drawn, skills and influence are brought to 
the fore, and wits are matched one for one, 
in order to get what each interest wants. 
With conservationists now seeking politi
cal accommodation, the rules are the same. 
Lines must be drawn, issues must be ad
dressed with facts, influence and persua
siveness; and wits must be matched. The 
difference is that a common ground is also 
sought. "I don't think there are any ene
mies," comments Alex Sanders. "Every
body's after the same result. People in the 
environmental movement have a common 
bond that doesn't exist in social move
ments." 

South Carolina has much of value as yet 
untapped in the natural world, but we stand 
to lose it all if we don't learn from the les
sons explicit in the corporate oil-dominated 
Gulf O:iast, the heavy industry-crowded 
Northeast or the commercial hotel-restau
rant blight of the Atlantic's golden strand. 
We can accept thoughtless development 
without question, or we can create inno
vative options to choose the quality of life 
we consider best. We can protect what 
we've gained through better planning and 
laws, while accommodating with reason
able pragmatism the competing interests in 
our state. 

Like an awkward, but eager adolescent, 
South Carolina will experience rapid change 
as it grows toward worldly stature. As resi
dents, we must develop our human re
sources to conserve our natural resources.-. 
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They range in packs of two or more, though the normal group
ing is probably five. They carry predominant strains of German 
shepherd or collie, Doberman pinscher or boxer, though they may 
be any size or breed. They may be infected with diseases. They 
may not be vicious, though you'd better assume they are. 

These things are certain: packs of so-called "wild dogs" are a 
serious threat to livestock and humans in South Carolina; they 
are reducing the state's quality sport hunting, particularly deer and 
turkey; and moot importantly, they could become carriers of the 
moot serious rabies epidemic in Palmetto State history. 

A 1977 study by the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Re
sources Department showed there were, by actual count, some 
12,200 "wild dogs" ( with no provable owner) and 44, 700 dogs 
"free-ranging" ( with a home, but unpenned and free to hunt). 

"That's a third of the true figure," says Dr. Richard L. Parker, 
chief of the epidemiology bureau for the Department of Health 
and Environmental. Control. "There're about 500,CXX) owned 
dogs in South Carolina and about 180,CXX) 'wild dogs.' It is as 
much an urban as a rural problem." · 

Whether wild or free-running, they are creating havoc with 
the state's conservation officers, hunters and health officials. 

"The potential damage to livestock is unbelievable," says Bill 
Chastain, the chief oflaw enforcement for the Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department. "Dogs are attacking stock statewide." 

One state agency that operates a.farm on the edge of a metro
politan area reported packs of dogs, up to four or five dogs per pack, 
had killed seven hogs, three goats, a calf and a cow over a four
month period. Another calf and hog were severely injured, and 
staff members were chased atop their vehicles. 

An employee reports a confrontation with the dogs: "They'd 
gotten into the pen with the hogs. They were feeding on a female 
goat, who had tangled her horns in the fence. She was alive, 
though her voice was gone. She later died. 

"They were too close for ~e to run to the truck. They stood 
their ground and barked savagely at me. I yelled at them and 
luckily for me they ran off. I was shaking like a leaf when it was 
all over." 

Richland County Rep. Jim Kinard, a gunshop owner, is author 
of a bill that allows conservation officers to kill feral dogs. "There 
were 70 documented cases of attacks by dogs on people and live
stock in 1977. Wild dog packs kill packs of hunting dogs in the 
woods," Kinard says. 

Kinard's bill, signed into legislation last year, should help. It 
allows two conservation officers in each of the wildlife depart
ment's nine law enforcement districts to be specially trained to 
handle problem wild dogs. 

Wildlife,livestock and, occasionallv, 
human beings are threatened by the 
growing number of unowned and 
unpennect dogs. While conservation 
officers try to remectv the existing 
problem, owners must do their 
part by taking lifelong care of an 
animal they choose to master. 

Ironically, the wild dog population has been tremendously 
increased by man, Columbia sportsman Marion Burnside believes. 
"I live in the country outside Columbia. And you'd be surprised 
at the number of dogs that are brought out near my home and 
turned loose. 

"You can have a house pet and he can be the friendliest dog 
around, but you dump him and in a day or so only the people that 
owned him can come up to him. 

"These are ignorant people who think they are doing their dog 
a favor. The price of vet bills or food has gotten too high or they 
don't want the dog or they're going to move and can't take him." 

The collie-shepherd cross seems a typical mix. "Shepherds sur
vive well because they're aggressive dogs, which takes into ac
count their attacks on humans and livestock. They certainly do 
have a different personality than a coon hound," observes Dr. 
Parker. 

Wild and free-running dogs have a characteristic that.has state 
officials concerned. They're unvaccinated. 

"Less than ten percent of all dogs in the state are vaccinated," 
says Chastain. 

The rabies problem has reached epidemic proportions in rac
coons and bats. Rabies has travelled from Florida and Georgia as 
far north as Orangeburg in South Carolina. And it's still going 
northward. 

"Rabies came into the United States originally dog-to-dog from 
the Mexican border. It was infested in central Florida in the early 
1940s and 1950s," says Dr. Parker. 

The danger of rabies, Dr. Parker noted, is that it's almost always 
fatal. There is no known cure for someone infected with the rabies 
virus, he says. 
. That rabies is increasing can be documented. In 1971, 18 

cases of rabies among animals were reported. The figure for 1979 
was 146, with the majority being raccoons, and in most cases in 
the lower sections of the state. Disturbingly, there are seven in
stances of cats being infected and five cases of dogs having the 
disease. 

Officials fear that an unvaccinated wild or free-running dog will 
tree a rabies-infested raccoon and then pass the virus to members 
of its pack, who in turn would infect other dogs and wild animals. 

There are remedies. One answer, an unpopular one in a society 
accustomed to individual freedom, is enforcing the leash law in 
both the city and the country. 

Enforcement would be politically unpopular and expensive, 
Kinard says. "Under the Home Rule Act each county council has 
to handle .their own problems. They could enforce the leash law 
if they're willing to pay for it. And it would be expensive." 

The solution is so simple, as summed up by Brock Conrad, chief 
of game management for the wildlife department, "Get animals 
vaccinated. Don't abandon them. Keep your dogs at home and 
penned up if necessary. Get female dogs away from other dogs 
when they're in heat." 

Ix>g owners who decide to "free" their pets might like to turn 
their backs on what they're actually doing. "A dog that is turned 
loose faces three options," says Midlands area veterinarian Sandy 
Daniel. "He either gets killed, which many do, finds a new home 
or goes wild."-.. 

Ned &mien is coon:linator of public infarmatian and education for the 
Oqxntmer!t of Youth Semces. 
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he log cabin is an integral 
bit of Americana. Legends 

heralding the cabin origins of 
Presidents Jackson and Lincoln 
run deeply through American 
lore. Reconstructed cabins, 
history-text illustrations and 
pageants memorialize the log 
cabin as our ancestors' first 
shelter in America. 

Despite the legends, original 
colonists lived in imitations of 
the Indians' wigwam, a 
structure made from several 
bent saplings covered with bark 
to resemble the teepee. 
Jamestown took life in 1607, 
but the log cabin did not 
appear in America until about 
30 years later. 

The vast majority of the 
European colonists knew 
nothing of the log cabin. The 
English, in particular, were 
quite ~ware of log houses 
since England had none and 
very few were used in Europe. 
Construction with logs came 
from Scandinavia and Russia 
where, during the early 17th 
century, the chief mode of 
dwelling was the log cabin. It 
was Sweden, however, that 
took the log cabin to its high 
point of development. 

The Swedes who settled 
along Delaware Bay built log 
houses like the ones back home. 
Trees were abundant, and the 
notching and fitting of logs were 
fairly simple tasks to master. 
An experienced crew could 
quickly raise the structures 
using only an ax and no nails! 
Thus the Delaware Bay was the 
center from which log home 
living spread acro55 America. 

The English lived side-by-side 
with the Swedes, and yet they 
refused to adopt the log cabin. 
Despite its simplicity, the 
English continued to dwell in 
framed, clapboard houses. 

If your dream home has 
always been a log cabin in 

the woods, you're not 
alone. But keep in mind 

that log cabins, symbols of 
our sturdy and practical 
American ancestors, still 
require self-discipline and 

know--how. 

convenience. More than half a 
century after the first log cabins 
had been constructed on 
Delaware Bay, Scots, Irish and 
Germans moved it westward. 
Traveling down the spine of the 
Appalachians, these hardy 
settlers slipped through gaps and 
passes to bring the log cabin 
into the Carolinas. 

The log cabin proved to be the 
perfect home for settlers 
throughout the colonies. Its thick 
logs turned away arrows and the 
elements and eventually earned 
a place alongside the long rifle in 
the settling of the west. The 
cabin could be raised quickly, 
providing even the poorest family 
shelter in the wilderness. 

Some builders faced their 
homes toward the east for solar 
warmth while others preferred 
sites near springs, screams and 
areas sheltered from winter's 
piercing winds. Many pioneers 
followed an old belief that a 
man's home should square with 
the compass, thereby setting the 
cabin to front north and south. 

The crucial task of tree 
selection followed. Most builders 
used trees of one species 
occurring near the building site. 
The straight, smooth trunks and 
uniform diameters of species 
like pine and fir were preferred. 
In those days of muscle power, 
every stroke of the ax counted. 
Experienced axmen felled the 
trees with a touch of artistry. 

C. A. Weslager's "The Log 
Cabin In America" provides a 
rather dramatic description of the 
early axman hard at work on 
his cabin: "The backwoods 
expert learned how to evaluate 
the tree . . . down to every 
detail, getting the best of the 
hardened knot, placing his 
wedges in the right places, 
holding his ax handle just 

Although the Swedes brought the log 
cabin to America, the adaptable Scots, 
Irish and Germans appreciated the 

photographs by Phillip Jones 

by Tom Poland 

so, allowing his right hand to 
slide down and meet the left at the 
split second of impact. 

"The practiced axman~ seldom 
stopping for breath, developed a rhythm log cabin's solid security, cheapness and 



Swedes settling along Delaware 
Bay in the rnid-1600s are 

credited with introducing the 
first log dwellings to this country. 
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By the early 1 700s, the practical 
Scots, Irish and German settlers 

had begun to spread log cabins and 
outbuildings throughout the colonies. 



as he swung his ax overhead in an arc, 
striking his blows rapidly and gracefully, the 
blade glittering as it slashed the air and hit 
the wood. He hurled ·the steel blade into 
the trunk of a tree with vigor and deadly 
aim, and working on either side, made 
one cut lower than the other, so that the 
tree fell exactly where he wanted it." 

Felled trees were sectioned into desired "' 
lengths and pulled by horse or hand to the ~ 
cabin site. The settler and his entire family ~ 
put a lot of hard labor and elbow grease ~ 

into the building of his wilderness home. ~ ;~-~-~-~-':.:~_-:-_··:·---• ,_ As settlements grew, log cabin "raisings" :. ..,. .-::c-c _ 

~ became important social events. A raising -~----- -------~ 
was nothing more than a crude assembly
line approach to the building of the new 
family's dwelling. Axmen felled the trees 
and sectioned them while a driver and a 
team of horses hauled'the logs to the 
building site. 

Those at the building site laid four 
foundation logs flat upon the ground 
unless the builder desired flooring, in 
which case the four logs were placed upon 
fieldstones or logs driven pile-like into the 
earth. "Comer men" notched and fitted 
the accumulating logs in preparation for 
raising the walls. Everyone assisted in 
raising the heavy logs as they were fitted 
and layered together. Roof members went 
up while men and women wet down mud 
for chinking the cracks between 
the logs. Bark was left on the logs 
as a protection against decay. 

Erecting the roof involved the 
placement of two limbs 
diagonally at each end of the 
cabin. A ridge pole laid across 
these limbs formed the skeleton 
for a latticework through which 
limbs and slabs of wood were 
woven into place. A caulking of 
wet clay or moss weather
proofed the roof, thereby "drying 
in" the new home. Windows, 
if there were any, used greased 
paper to allow pale light into the 
dark interior. 

A front door of slabs set to 
open outward upon leather ~ 
hinges was opened by a leather ; 
drawstring operating a crude bar ~ 
lock. At night the string was ~ 

2 pulled in, effectively locking the z 

door to outsiders. The finished ~ 
cabin's small interior walls ~ 
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might sport animal skins for a meager 
amount of insulation. Many log cabins 
featured sleeping lofts, but sleeping 
quarters in most cabins were on the floor. 
During the winter months, sleeping space 
gravitated to the end of the cabin where a 
crude fireplace of stone and clay provided 
warmth, illumination and kitchen 
services. Most cabins were small, perhaps 
14 by 17 feet, so it was quite natural that 
the fireplace dominated cabin life. In the 
eyes of many historians, the fireplace 
surrounded by a close-knit family 
depending on each other for survival 
embodied the spirit of the early American 
settlers. 

Unlike contemporary homes with their 
complex wiring, central heat and air, a log 
cabin could be raised in a hurry. There is 
record of a one-room cabin with chimney 
and fireplace being raised in two days by 
three men. Cabins built by solitary men 
naturally were smaller and took longer to 
build. 

It was only natural that the log cabin 
would undergo dramatic changes. As 
times improved, families prospered and 
grew. The lessening threat of Indian 
attack made many colonial families more 
disposed towards comfort than security. 
Remodeling began, and the days of the 
square, one-room cabin began to fade. 

Many cabins received frame or 
stone annexes as a new, large 
kitchen. The log exterior of 
many cabins received a 
covering of more fashionable 
boards. Glass windows replaced 
the greased-paper and a new 
roof of shingles or even 
corrugated tin completed the 
cabin's remodeled appearance. 
A fortunate family might board 
or plaster over the inside walls, 
giving the cabin a more 
sophisticated atmosphere. 

Remodeling and home 
improvement continued 
through the decades to such an 
extent that many cabins were 
completely unrecognizable. 
Some of our very old homes 
today actually camouflage log 
cabins. 

Original log cabins are rare 
today, but a renascence is 
spreading across the country. 
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There's little comparison between the 
cabins of the pioneers and tcx:lay's owners, 
but the advantages of building and owning 
a home made from solid trees are still 
similar. 

The log home may well be the sturdiest 
home built on earth. It is a documented 
fact that log cabins survive earthquakes 
many, many times better than 
conventional homes. Energy efficiency is 
another strong point in the log home's 
favor. Thick logs of six- or eight-inch 
diameters constitute one of nature's best 
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insulators against heat and cold. 
The most impressive advantage, 

however, is the cost-savings possible 
through the simplicity of construction as 
compared to more conventional 
structures. If the prospective owner has 
the time and is willing to do a lot of the 
work, the cost-savings percentage soars. 

An ambitious builder can start from 
scratch as the pioneers did, or avoid some 
major pitfalls by purchasing a kit from a 
log home manufacturer. Cutting logs from 
one's land is appealing, even a bit 

Rising construction costs are 
convincing more people like 

George Lail of Richland County 
to invest in modem, do-it, 

yourself, pre,cut log homes. Log 
home owners can save 

considerably over conventional 
home builders by raising the 
dwelling walls and timbers 

themselves in the traditional 
pioneer style. 

romantic, but it is a major hassle. The logs 
for a cabin must be straight, disease-free 
and uniform in length and diameter. More 
than that, the logs must be cured for 
several months prior to actual 
construction. Most of the designs for 
modem log homes require that at least two 
sides of the log be planed to insure a tight, 
weatherproof seal. The process of cutting 
comer joints for perfect fits is especially 
tedious and time-consuming. . 

To discourage insects from moving into 
the·cabin, log home manufacturers dip the 

logs in a mild insecticide 
as well as apply a preservative 
to the timbers. The factory
produced, ready-to-assemble log 
home kit presents a practical 
shortcut in construction. 
Kits come in a variety of sizes 
with no real limits for minimum 
or maximum square footage. 
Prices have been listed as low as 
$6,CXX) for a small home without 
a roof built from six inch logs 
up to $30,CXX) for a larger home. 

The kits available tcx:lay do not 
include the cost of construction 
so generally the total cost will 
run two to four times the cost 
of the kit. An industrious owner 
can cut the cost by 40°/4 or 
more by doing most of the work 
himself, but many people trust 
the construction of their homes 
to experienced crews who build 
many log cabins and can deal 
with whatever problems arise. 

For the most part, 
dwellers of modem log homes 
say advantages far outweigh 
disadvantages. The natural 
way a log home harmonizes 
with a wooded setting 
is impressive. Whether it be a 
small weekend retreat or a year
round residence, the log home 
tucked away on a wooded 
hillside is a picturesque scene 
reminiscent of simpler times. 

For hundreds of years, the 
log home has sheltered men 
and women from Sweden to 
South Carolina. It will continue 
to house us as long as there 
are forests and an appreciation 
of architectural history . .., 



Few homes blend more perfectly 
into our rural landscapes or 

provide a more nostalgic appearance 
than the durable log cabin. 





I eaded bronze hooks from the ruins of 
I. Pompeii represent man's first attempts 
at an artificial minnow lure, the jig. Consid
ering the jig's simplicity of design and ability 
to catch fish, it's amazing that so many fish
ermen still use shiners (minnows). 

All you shiner fans out there lower your 
hackles. Live bait undoubtedly catches 
more fish than other methods, but that's 
partially because so many fishermen use it. 
If you think you'll consistently catch more 
and bigger crappie and largemouth bass 
with shiners than with a leadhead and plas
tic or feather-tailed jig, you haven't run into 
a one-man boat piloted by Bob Tindal of 
Pelion. 11ndal's not the first or only Caro
linian to fish the jig, but his success with 
the lure is better than most. 

"Give Bob a flyrod and a jig on a spring 
afternoon and he'll catch enough fish to 
feed the two of you. Course, if you want a 
mess to take home, you'll have to let him 
fish in water," jokes a fishing buddy of 
Ttndal's. 

Tmdal, who designs and builds "The 
Sneak" and "Super Sneak" one-man boats, 
readily admits that he'll fish any type oflure 
the fish are biting. But his favorite lure is the 
jig and he fishes it almost year-round. 

"I've hooked just about every kind of 
fish that swims in Santee (Lake Marion and 
Moultrie below Columbia) on a jig, but I 
usually fish it for crappie and bass," Tmdal 
says. "I prefer to bass fish with jigs in early 
spring as the fish begin to come into the 
shallows, before they take topwater lures. 
For crappie, I don't use any other type 
lure. Why should you put up with shiners 
when jigs can take just as many or more 
fish?" 

Shiner fishing may be ideal for "lazing 
back" in the boat and hoping a fish will 
come by and hang itself on your hook, but 
Ttndal's maxim "Why should you put up 
with shiners . . . " has a lotof truth behind it. 

For instance, one of shiner fishing's fun
damental truths is that your bait will always 
seek dense cover-especially when the 
"jaws" you•re hoping to catch approaches. 

No one can really blame the shiner for 
this reaction. Most of us wouldn't act differ
ently under similar circumstances. But the 
results are no less exasperating for the an
gler. You bait a new pole and hope the first 
shiner gets unhung before the new one joins 
it (never happens), or you straighten the 
hook and bait up again (almost always hap
pens). Jig fishermen put it this way: "You 

can fish a shiner in a bathtub for two min
utes and he'll hang the stopper chain five 
times." 

Another less than thrilling aspect of 
shiner fishing is spilling the bait bucket in 
the boat or car floorboard. The three miss
ing shiners will be located a week later by 
smell. The exhilaration of soggy shoes, 
socks and pants on an early spring boat ride 
can be matched only by hastily plunging 
your shirt sleeve and the Accutron your 
spouse gave you at Christmas into the 
bucket when the fish begin to bite. 

For fishermen tired of playing with their 
buckets, the jig offers a positive altema -
tive. As with any lure, the jig's success lies 
in its action and how it's presented to 
the fish. 

"Almost anything that sinks and can be 
jerked up and down in the water has been 
called a jig," Tindal says. "But the lure I'm 
talking about is basically a piece of lead 
molded onto a hook with feathers, plastic 
or a natural or synthetic bristle tied behind 
the lead head for a skirt. These types are 
made to simulate small bait fish. 

"My favorite is the 1/32-ounce Mini-jig 
with a tube worm skirt. The skirt is split 
into several little tails. The crappie just 
can't stand it." Tmdal grins and shakes 
his head. 

"The pearl is my best color, but I've 
tried the yellow and the black. They work 
well too, particularly in dingy or muddy 
water. I haven't had that much luck with 
the yellow or red two-color models. 

"I've also been fishing a 1/64-ounce Mi
cro-jig with the tube skirt. It's worked well 
in the swamp on Mollies and I expect it to 
tear the crappie up this . spring. Crappie 
seem to like as small a jig as they can get, 
but the 1/32- ounce Mini,jig can handle 
bass too. I caught a 10- pounder on it 
last year." 

For those who want to go after bass, Tin
dal recommends the feathered Doodle jig 
in all white, red head and white skirt, or all 
yellow. The Doodle has a stout steel hook 
and comes in a 1/16-ounce size. 

Before the Mini-jig hit the market, Tindal 
and his fishing partners used the Little Red 
Hot in 1/32-ounce size for crappie. This jig 
has a maribou skirt that begins just behind 
its head and gives a good wiggling action. 
"The Red Hot with a pink head and white 
skirt has caught a truckload of crappie for 
me. It'll take bass too. I've gotten three 
eight-pounders on it," Tmdal notes. 

A little practice 
with one of 
our oldest lures. 
will let you forget 
the bother 
of live bait 
while catching 
more crappie and 
largemouth bass. 
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The Little Red Hot's 
flexible skirt gives the jig 

its irresistible waving action 
that Tindal feels is all 

important in attracting 
strikes. Tindal's favorite jig 

skirts are the soft plastic 
tube worms or maribou 

feathers. White, yellow, 
purple and black are his 
most productive colors. 

The feathered jigs have one distinct ad
vantage as they can be dyed and the heads 
painted to provide any color the fisherman 
needs. Yellow, green, purple and black 
work best under dingy and muddy water 
conditions. 

If Tindal seems biased about the type of 
jigs he uses, he's even more particular about 
the way it's tied on the line. 

"You want to tie the jig on so that it hangs 
perpendicular to the line or maybe with its 
skirt end slightly higher than the head," he 
stresses. "I check this each time my lure is 
lifted out of the water. Fish just won't take 
it as well if it hangs downward and you'll get 
hung up a lot more too." 

He uses an improved clinch knot to tie 
the lure on and checks the knot's tautness 
so it will hold the jig horizontal in the water. 
When the jig's tail drops, he repositions the 
lure or ties a new knot. 

While the simple way to fish•a jig is by 
tying it to a line off a cane pole, Tmdal uses 
a lightweight flyrod with a single-action fly 
reel or an ultralight spin-cast reel. This al
lows him to vary the length of line for dif
ferent depths and to cast the jig. It also 
aids in playing fish. 

"I strip off the tlyrod's snake guides and 
replace them with spinning guides," he says, 
offering a rod for examination. "When 
you're using a 1/32 or 1/64-ounce jig on 
6-, 8- or 10-pound-test monofilament, the 
wet line won't slide freely through the snake 
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guides. You want a smooth downward drop, 
so spinning guides are a necessity." 

Tmdal uses 7½-, 8-and8½-footgraphite 
flyrods because of their lightn~. Standard 
spinning rods don't have the length of fly
rods and are too heavy and stiff. 

"A spinning or casting rod eight feet long 
would feel like a lead pipe after you've fished 
it all day. The stiff action would straighten 
the hook of a 1/32-ounce jig or break the 
line when a big fish takes it: he explains. 

"I keep one rod rigged with the smallest 
Zebco Omega reel and six-pound-test line 
for casting or 'flipping' small jigs. Any ultra
light spinning reel that mounts beneath the 
rod will work, but I like the one-fmger 
level operation of the Omega. For spring 
fishing, I wouldn't give up my single-ac
tion tlyrod though. It's as light as you can 
get for just dropping the jig into brush." 

By running the line off the reel, under his 
little finger, over the two middle fingers and 
under the index finger of his rod hand, Tin
dal can feel the jig as it bounces over brush 
and takes even the slightest tap f°r9m a fish. 
This unique grip also acts as a break to set 
the hook and to keep fish from stripping 
away line to get it tangled in the brush. 

"You'd be surprised at the number of fish 
that are missed simply because most anglers 
don't get their lure right into a bush or up 
against a tree," he says. "I strip off enough 
line with my free hand to get to the depth 
I want to fish. Then I pull the jig right up 
to the rod tip and stick it in the center of a 
bush. I let the jig ease down smoothly by 
opening my hand slightly. My rod hand still 
has a good grip on things and I'll play the 
fish two-handed until he's out of the brush. 
If a fish doesn't hit, the jig can be pulled 
back to the rod tip the same way it went 
down to avoid snagging the brush and 
maybe spooking a fish on the far side," he 
explains. 

While Tmdal prefers fishing the shallows 
in spring, he doesn't hesitate to work his 
jigs deeper during the other seasons. Brush, 
submerged logs and trees, weed beds, pil
ings and stump fields are the types of cover 
largemouth and crappie usually prefer. 
When these can be found near a creek 
channel, dropoff or stream coming into the 
lake, Tmdal · begins checking the water 
temperature. 

"Crappie and bass seem to prefer water 
temperature in the 63- to 67- degree range, 
or as clo;e to that as they can find. During 



summer and winter I catch most of my fish 
in the six- to 12-foot range, though I have 
gone as deep as 20 feet. In fall they may 
move in shallower but will usually be near 
or over deeper water. If there's shallow 
water near a deep hole or channel, the fish 
may move in as sunlight or darkness brings 
these waters closer to that ideal tempera -
ture range. 

"The main thing is to get a pattern set up 
by fishing different kinds of areas, cover and 
depths," he stresses. "When I start fishing, 
I don't know where the fish are. They may 
be on single cypress trees with brush around 
them in deep water, around double trees or 
snags. I check the temperature constantly 
to get as close as I can to that ideal range. 

"Once I locate the right depth and 
structure, I look for more subtle things, 
like whether they seem to be holding on 
the shady side of structure or on the sunny 
side with their tails to the sun. When the 
pattern is set up, I'll fish only those areas 
and depths around that certain structure 
type. It saves time and means more fish." 

Unless he's fishing heavy brush, Tindal 
uses dual 1/32 Mini-jigs and four- or six· 
pound test when fishing eight feet or 
deeper. The first jig is tied with an improved 
clinch knot about 18 inches up the line and 
the second jig is tied to the end of the line. 
The second or bottom jig catches most of 
the fish, but the dual rig is necessary to get 
the line down quickly and allow the angler 
to feel light strikes. 

Spring fishing in the brushy shallows is 
Tindal's favorite. Although he fishes almost 
exclusively from the one-man sneak boats 
throughout the year, he's quick to point out 
that his electric-powered rig was originated 
and developed for shallow, brush-filled 
waters. And he often delights in displaying 
his catch to anglers in the large bass rigs 
with suitcase-sized tackle boxes. 

"Too many people these days seem to 
want to roar up to a brush top, sling a crank 
bait, spinner bait or plastic worm a couple 
of times and roar off again. That's okay 
though, because they're leaving the fish 
for me. 

"When I find 61 degrees in spring, I 
start to get serious," he grins. "That's the 
time when crappie and bass are moving into 
the brushy shallows to spawn. Most are in 
two to six feet of water, but I've caught 
them with their backs almo.5t sticking out 
of the water after spawning has started. 

"You have to get the jig into the brush 
quietly," he says emphatically. "Ripple the 
water or crunch through the brush and 
you'll see the fish startle out of there. A 
slight wind to put a ripple on the water 
helps." 

In brush, Tindal sticks the jig right in 
and works it up and down with a slow, 
swimming action. Then he lets it sit for 
awhile. The slow movement lets him work 
it around and over limbs without getting 
hung. When fishing over submerged brush, 
he swims the jig back and forth across the 
brush top before lowering it into the limbs 
or roots. 

"In spring you usually get a strike as the 
jig first goes down, but if not, I'll let it go 
to my depth choice and hold it still for a 
count of six. I don't twitch the jig around 
because the skirt on a Mini, Micro or Red 
Hot seems to move slightly no matter how 
still you try to hold it. If a fish hasn't hit in 
about six seconds, I'll swim the jig back 
up, then drop it back down. If he's there, 
he'll hit it then. 

"In spring the six count is usually long 
enough," Tindal adds. "Other times of the 
year, or when they're really slow in biting, 
I may hold it still for a count of 10 or 15 
seconds. 

"Jig fishing requires some practice and 
patience at fmt," Tmdal says. "But if fisher
men would give it a good try with the right 
equipment, they'd catch more and bigger 
fish. And after fishing the brush during a 
good spring spawn, I don't believe they'd 
ever go back to minnows."--, 

In jig fishing, one never 
knows what will explode 
on the end of the line. 
Bob Tindal keeps the rod high 
and the line taunt 
to use the flyrod,s flexibility 
in fighting a big fish. 
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While the Atlantic Flyway's 
Capada goose numbers have soared, 

our population has plummeted. 
Restocking and sound management 

may promise a return to South Carolina 
of these majestic birds. 

Au that we hunt for in the romance of 
wilderness and absolute freedom is 
symbolized in the Canada goose. Even 
those who've never seen the wavering Vs 
· or heard the lilting call know something of 
their mystery. 

The Canada's image has been featured 
in more Hollywood movies and best
selling novels than that of any other bird. 
It serves as the trademark of a national 
sporting magazine and is the symbol for 
our National Wildlife Refuge System. 
The sight and sound of a wild skein brings 
a vagabond wish of our own. 

My frrst experience with Canadas 
happened almost 20 years ago in the duck 
hunting sloughs behind Persanti Island 
on Lake Marion. While I can't recall the 

exact number of ducks we shot that 
morning, the images ofl 6 geese are 
permanently etched in my vision. They 
came out of the lifting fog, just above the 
trees and sailed onto the Santee National 
Wildlife Refuge. Though my companion 
and I did not attempt a shot, the honkers 
dominated our conversation for weeks and 
I knew that someday I would hunt them. 

Goose hunting in South Carolina is 
only slightly more successful than poling 
for marsh hens in Arizona. Our daily bag 
limit is one bird and many hunters would 
prefer to close the season until our flocks 
are replenished. However, hunting is not 
the problem. 

Although about one million Canadas 
left their arctic Quebec breeding grounds 
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last year to migrate down the Atlantic 
Flyway, less than 8,000 birds reached our 
state. Even the once famous goose 
marshes of North Carolina, which 
wintered almost 200,000 birds, have been 
drained of geese as the migration route 
shortened. 

"Shortstopping" is a term with which 
all Carolina waterfowlers are familiar. 
Geese need open water for roosting and 
loafing and vast fields of grain to sustain 
them through the winter. Given these 
conditions, they will stay and prosper. 
Most of the Atlantic Flyway Canadas 
winter amid the food and cover of the 
Delaware, Maryland and Virginia 
(Delmarva) Peninsula bordering 
Chesapeake Bay. Others remain in the 
marshes of New York and Pennsylvania. 

In some instances the abundance of 
open water and grain was deliberately 
enhanced to attract and hold the honkers. 
But for the most part, less efficient harvest 
methods leave com and soybeans in the 

umvas on Wi~ Goo,e" by James Fisher, Wild Wing, 
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field to stop the bird's migration. These 
same agricultural practices are having an 
increasing effect on our population of 
ducks, particularly species such as mallards. 

In the northern states which winter 
the Canadas, goose hunting is big 
business. Almost every harvested grain 
field along the Chesapeake has at least one 
blind of wood, wire and cornstalks or a 
trapdoor-covered pit dug into its rich 
earth. A chance at three Canadas in a 
Maryland blind costs about $75 per hunter. 
The state's waterfowl stamp and a three
day non-resident hunting license adds 
another $26.10 toward the South 
Carolina hunter's total expenses, which 
must include travel, food and lodging. 
Stuffed wild goose basted with honey is 
excellent tablefare, but it is the chance at 
hearing, seeing and hunting the bird that 
attracts Southern men and women. 

Four years ago, when the Atlantic 
Flyway's Canada goose population 
numbered well over one million birds, six 
of us made the trip to Maryland in a 
borrowed van. Sharing the gasoline costs 
and driving kept our travel expenses and 
time to a minimum. We left Columbia at 
dawn and reached Maryland's Chester 
River on the eastern shore of the 
Chesapeake 12 hours later. 

After the informal introductions were 
complete, our host led us a short distance 
through the moonless night to a field 
beside the river. "Listen," he said, "Do you 
hear them?" Complaints about stiff backs, 
necks and legs were forgotten as the cold 
stillness warmed with the distant high
pitched "ga-honk, ga-honk" of geese. 
"You'll see them tomorrow," our host said. 
"There are more than 10,000 birds out 
there, less than one mile from us." 

Conversation that evening centered on 
the geese. Though numbed from the long 
drive and facing a pre-dawn awakening, 
none sought their beds until after 
midnight and one last trip outside to 
listen. 

With dawn we split, three hunters and 
a guide to the blind. Although most 
commercial goose hunting is done from 
field blinds, ours were constructed on 
poles sunk at the tidal river's shallow 
edges. Each resembled a rectangular box 
which rose to chest height at the front and 
continued up to a partial shed roof at the 
back. The outsides were covered with 
cedar to the low water level. 

First light revealed a spread of almost 
100 mixed silhouette and full-bodied 
decoys on the water before each blind. 
Unseen Canadas could be heard rising 
from the far shore and heading toward the 
fields to feed. 

By full light, skeins with 100 or more 
birds each were lifting toward us. Though 
most passed overhead beyond range or 
gave the blinds a wide berth, we heard 
shooting from the far blind and hunkered 
down in our own each time our guide 
Wayne began calling. Our first honker 
came from passing shots at a small flight of 
about 30 birds. Our guide advised us to 
aim for the fourth bird on the left behind 
the leader, but the other goose fell t;o our 
volley of three-inch magnum number 2 
shot. Each of us blamed the bird's size for 
our lack of compensation on distance and 
speed of the target. We vowed to do 
better, but just before lunchtime a second 
goose was taken by almost the same . 
method. 

Throughout the morning and midday, 
birds shuttled back and forth overhead 



from water to the fields. When young 
birds began to break rank and veer toward 
the blinds, the older ones called and 
herded them back into formation well 
out of range. Calling the big skeins in was 
almost impossible. 

"We'll get smaller flights back in this 
afternoon," Wayne advised in the clipped 
brogue of Maryland Eastshoreman. "Let's 
let the pass shots go and wait for some 
tollin' birds (birds called in to decoy). 
Bringin' down one of these passin' birds is 
somethin' like shootin' up a boxcar. 
Hittin' his head, neck or wing is the only 
sure way to get him down. Sometimes you 
can hear the shot bouncin' off their 
feathers." 

Our wait for tolling birds ended at 
about 3:30 that afternoon. A small flight 
of geese came low over the river to the left 
of us. As Wayne began calling, we 
automatically sat back in the blind and 
stared at the floor to keep our faces 
hidden. 

"They've seen us and are circlin' 

behind. If we get' em in, don't move until 
they're nearly on the water," Wayne 
instructed in a whisper. He resumed a 
muted honking on the call and turned 
slowly to keep track of the birds. 

As the Canadas circled behind, we 
could hear powerful wings slicing crisp air. 
As his calling grew softer, I dared a look 
at Wayne's intent face to determine the 
bird's position. What had seemed an 
intolerable wait had been only a minute or 
so. The geese were right in front. 

"Take 'em!" the shaggy-haired guide 
snapped and we stood to face seven 
majestic birds cupping air with five-foot 
wingspans just above the water. 

I swung on a big goose slipping toward 
my right and dropped it as my companions 
made their choices. We had invited 
Wayne to shoot also and four of the geese 
splashed on the water. After a wide grin of 
congratulation, Wayne left the blind and 
hurried toward his skiff to pick up the 
downed birds. 

Though we could have stayed in hopes 

of completing our combined limit, we 
planned to hunt again the following 
morning, and those last four birds were 
too perfect a hunt's end to risk anything 
less. After admiring our Canadas and 
downing some fresh coffee, we settled 
back in the blind to recount the moment's 
thrill and watch other honkers coming 
back to the water. The following day we 
shot mainly tolling birds which came in 
singles, twos and threes. Both blinds had 
their limits by evening and we headed 
homeward, away from geese calling in the 
darkness. 

For the present, South Carolina 
waterfowlers must be satisfied with an 
occasional sighting and rare trips to 
northern states. But the facts that the 
Canada's life history is well known and 
that we have increased its population over 
the past 16 years give hope for the return 
of geese sweeping with high, lilting cries 
through our dawns. _, 

-John Davis 
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Brown back, white to gray underside, 
black feet, neck and head with prominent 
white cheek patch are the keys to rapid 
identification of the Canada goose. 

One of our largest migrating birds, the 
Canada may grow over a yard in length 
and attain a wing span topping five feet. 
Though most of these heavyweights top 
the scales at about nine pounds, hunters 
report that the giant variety, Branta 
canadensis maxima, may weigh over 18 
pounds. 

There are 11 recognized races of the 
Canada goose and the major difference is 
size rather than coloration. While the 
giant variety is sometimes seen along the 
Atlantic Flyway, most geese flying this 
route are of the interior and Atlantic 
variety. 

In flight, powerful wingbeats allow the 
birds to maintain a cruising speed of about 
40 miles per hour. When searching for 
food or a safe place to land, they travel at 
much slower speeds. But under pressure 
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from h~ters or an approaching storm, the 
big birds may achieve top speeds of about 
60 miles per hour-an extraordinary 
achievement for a bird of such size. 

The sound of in-flight honking is one of 
the most romantic cries made by any wild 
creature. On long flights the birds travel as 
high as 8,000 feet in a Vora long string. 
Short flights are flown at lesser heights. 
Typically geese are graceful in the air and 
the formation is a complex social structure 
on display. 

Canadas seem to rely on calling to keep 
together in the air. The older birds are in 
charge. Each bird in formation rides the 
updraft created by the bird before him and 
creates drafts for those that follow, 
reducing the effort of long flights. The V
formation also allows each goose to see 
around the bird ahead. 

The lead bird, which changes from 
time to time, is typically the goose with a 
large family group under his domination. 
Large flocks are composed of sub-groups 

which, in turn, are composed of families. 
Singles seem to rate lowest. 

Families consist of an adult pair and 
their immature offspring. Yearlings, the 
goose equivalent of our teenagers, are not 
as closely bound to the family 
constellation as are younger birds. 

Even though adults mate for life, the 
reproductive cycle must go on. Should 
one of the pair be killed, the survivor will 
select another mate. At the northern 
feeding ground, ganders squabble over a 
specific female. Males attract females by 
hissing and swaying their necks from side 
to side. If two ganders court the same 
female, a fight with wings and beaks may 
follow until one bird gives way. The 
winner of the argument is not always the 
one who gets the lady. The final decision 
is hers, and it is sealed only when the pair 
leave the feeding ground together. At this 
time the pair may be accompanied by a 
previous suitor-probably still trying to 
alter results--who finally returns to the 
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flock and tries again. Nonbreeders in the lead, then the goslings in a 
(immatures) stay on the feeding grounds. relatively straight formation. The male 
Various authorities estimate the breeding stays at the rear, carefully overseeing his 
age at between two and four years. family. 

The female select.s the nesting site. An The young, friendly at birth, soon learn 
island, cliff or a dense marsh will do. The fear. Tueatened on water, they dive. On 
bird is simply not fus.5y. Man has succeeded land they seek cover or play dead and the 
in getting them to nest in galvanized tubs parent.s take over. 
on wooden platforms. Requirement.s for a The distinctive white cheek patterns 
nesting site are few: water, food and appear six weeks after birth and the birds 
security. begin to run around with wings out.spread 

Geese will allow ducks to nest nearby as though in flight school. Eight weeks 
but will not allow other geese into the after birth they are about 30 inches long 
nesting area. and look very adult. 

In the wild, the nest.s are jerry-built, Adult geese go through a molt and are 
constructed of whatever is readily flightless while the goslings are growing. 
available. Twigs, reeds and grass are often Goslings are ready for flight at about 10 
used and the resulting nest is lined with weeks of age. Adult.s have usually 
down. Averaging about two feet across-- recovered from molting by this time. 
one to four feet is the range----nest.s are Aight.s of increasing length are begun to 
about four inches deep, though they may prepare for migration. 
be much deeper. The area around the nest It takes half a 
is kept clean. year to nest, f 

The female lays a clutch averaging five the youn 
eggs. The eggs are a dull white in color molt and 
and about two and a half to ~ and a grow new 
half inches long. They are carefully 
tended. 

Incubating the eggs--a female jol:r
takes about 28 days. They are delicately 
turned and kept warm during storms and 
at night. Should the female have to leave 
the nest, time permitting, she will 
carefully cover the eggs from an abundant 
supply of down. 

Mortality rates among nesting geese are 
low. Several nest.s are lost during times of 
higher water and some birds are taken by 
predators such as raccoons and owls. 

The gander is the guard nearby. With 
fearsome noises, he defends the nest while 
the female usually lies still with her neck 
outstretched. The gander's long beak and 
powerful wings are enough to drive away 
most intruders. Few predators elect to 
tangle with hostile geese, and that 
includes an unarmed man. 

When hatched, the goslings are 
handsome. A bright yellow and dull olive 
color, they stay close to their parents. The 
day after hatching they are led to water, 
source of both food and safety. 

The family swims _in a line, the female 

Recovering from parenting takes a little 
time,asany human parent knows, but the 
geese have to continue their calendar of 

' . 
event.s. 

The diet of geese consist.s of seeds, 
grass--they graze----plant.s which grow in 
ponds, grasshoppers, womlS, grains, 
berries and practically anything else 
remotely edible. 

In some areas of the country huge 
flocks of them are seen in grain fields. 
Farmers try everything, from prayer to 
profanity, to get them out of the fields. 

They sometimes adopt a particular 
feeding area and travel many miles to get 
to it each day. On feeding flight.s, winging 
close to the ground, they are beautiful as 
they pass overhead and settle into a grain 
field. 

About three months of the year they 
encounter a hunting season someplace. 
This makes them wary. Migration, 
preparing for it, and festing after long 
flight.s, fill in the rest of their year. Then it 
is time to start over again. 
-Robert Herres 

Robert W. Herres is an associate prof essar at West 
Chesr.er State ~. West Chester, Penruyloonia. 
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Huge flocks of geese leave Canada 
each fall for the wannth and light of more 
southern climes. Most do not make it as 
far as South Carolina near the southern 
terminus of the Atlantic Flyway. 

Over half these birds will settle in the 
grain fields of the Delmarva Peninsula 
along Chesapeake Bay. New York and 
Pennsylvania winter the majority of those 
birds which do not seek Delmarva. The 
fact that hunters have little if any effect on 
the total goose population is well 
demonstrated in these main wintering 
areas. Goose hunting is a thriving busines.s, 
but the total Atlantic Flyway population 
has almost doubled over the past 16 years. 

In South Carolina, where gunning 
pressure has always been comparatively 
light, the population has dropped to 
almost one fifth of the 44,450 Canadas 
present in 1964. Habitat is the key. When 
the birds can find what they need further 
north, they stay through the winter. 

While we have learned to manage 
habitat for geese, we have not done so 
well distributing the birds throughout their 
former winter range. Of958,451 Canadas 
tallied by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service's 1980 mid-winter survey, 
only 7, 700 were 
reported from 
South Carolina. 
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The hundreds of thousands of Canadas 
wintering in Mid-Atlantic states are not 
· likely to resume their old migration routes 
to South Carolina. If we are again to 
have large numbers of the great birds, we 
will have to grow our own. 

Wildlife biologists working under this 
premise are involved in a vigorous 
relocation and nesting project. Clark Hill 
Reservoir in the western Piedmont, 
Monticello Reservoir in the central 
Piedmont and several smaller areas along 
our coast may one day add strong resident 
flocks to those migrating here at present. 

Geese used in this relocation program 
vary in age from goslings to mature 
birds and are 
obtained ,.,.,,;:;-··· . 
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from a variety of sources. Iowa, Minnesota, 
Pennsylvania and other states have all 
supplied birds to the South Carolina 
projects. While many of the Clark Hill birds 
have come from pen- reared stocks, others, 
including all of the Monticello birds, are 
wild birds trapped from golf courses, 
subdivisions and cities where they are 
unwanted. 

Mature geese are caught for transport in 
summer when they are molting and 
incapable of flight. The birds are herded 
into pens or captured with hand nets. 
Goslings are also captured at this time. 
Captured birds are placed in poultry crates 
and rushed by truck to South Carolina for 
banding and release. Records kept on 
populations show nearly 100 percent of 
the transplanted birds remain in the state 
and reproduction has been successful. 

District game biologist Robert Gooding 
began the state's first goose relocation 
project in 1974 on Clark Hill Reservoir. 
The Clark Hill project is carried out with 
the U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers and is 
funded from the Corps' share of 
cooperative Game Management Area 
permit fees. 

Biologists John Frampton (left) and Tun Ivey 
used leg bands, collars and even radio 
transmitters to trace the paths of Canadas 
in South Carolina. 



The first shipment of geese contained 
only four pairs. In October 1975, 45 
more birds were obtained. Young birds 
were kept in an enclosure for about a year. 

In the spring of 1976, 19 goslings were 
raised at Clark Hill. A year later, 23 young 
were produced. Forty-two goslings were 
raised to flying stage in 1978 and 55 in 
1979. During the most recent nesting 
period, Gooding's flock expanded by 50 
goslings to produce a total of about 200 
birds. Many of these geese have taken to 
their wild lifestyle on the lake and seem 
completely adjusted to the area. 

Another relocation project at Lake 
Monticello some 20 ~iles north of 
Columbia has also been impressive. "We 
had geese nesting at Monticello the first 
year," game management chief Brock 
Conrad says. "We anticipated two or three 
years bef~re that this would happen." 

In the summer of 1979, district game 
biologist John Frampton released 191 wild 
honkers trapped in Pennsylvania onto the 
South Carolina Electric and Gas Company 
reservoir. Most were goslings which 
Frampton hoped would imprint on their 
feeding area and return to the site 
rather than migrate long distances 
north, as is their natural behavior. The 
theory seems to h,Jve worked. 

In July oflast year, Frampton also 
added radio transmitters to 10 birds. Thus 
far, these birds have flown no more than a 
few miles from the reservoir. Different 
colored leg bands identify the birds by the 
year they were released and their age. 
Plastic collars are also used on birds 
hatched at Monticello to distinguish them 
from Pennsylvania-born birds. 

"Mortality has been extremely low, With continued protection, suitable 
much lower than anticipated," the nesting sites and brood rearing areas, the 
biologist notes. "This past year 64 geese flocks should increase to huntable levels. 
were added to our flock and 17 goslings Clark Hill and Monticello are already 
were hatched here. I expect us to have a nearing that time. 
total of about 400 birds by August of this While the Canadas adapt quickly to 
year." their new homes after being released, 

Partially financed by Fairfield County protection during the nesting and rearing 
Game and Fish funding, the project will be period is essential. The geese in these 
re-evaluated later this year and more birds release sites are protected by wildlife 
will probably be added. department regulation. The Canada goose 

A third wildlife department project at season is closed in McCormick County on 
Bear Island Game Management Area in the Clark Hill, Fairfield and Newberry 
Colleton County and projects on several counties surrounding the Monticello 
privately owned coastal plantations are project and Beaufort and Colleton counties 
also showing promise, but the big near Bear Island. Anderson and Oconee 
reservoirs ( Clark Hill and Monticello) are counties are also closed to protect Georgia 
the most impressive as geese tend to favor Department of Natural Resources released 
such habitat. Public attitude has been birds on Hartwell Lake. 
cooperative in all of the release areas, Similar projects in Mississippi, in 
according to biologists' reports. Missouri, Tennessee and Louisiana have 

"We're getting good cooperation from been most notable in proving the success 
the local public and that's very important," of such relocation and nesting efforts. 
Gooding says. "The Clark Hill community Establishing large resident populations of 
has even become protective of the birds ~the Canadas is a long-term goal, but 
and helped with law enforcement efforts · South Carolina is well on the way. 
to prevent unlawful molestation of the ~ f 1 When the results come, they will 
Clark Hill flock." \i..f_ 1' -"'- be well worth the wait.• 

Frampton reports the same attitude ;' ·' £''' , -John Davis 
from people living within his project \i I t1Jj 
area. "A landowner will stop me and ti\ '\ -~ 
say 'I saw my geese yesterday,' or /. ,. :• .~ ·,4:, 
'Three of my geese were ·-::,./•. < · 1 t-:' 
feeding in the back field · ~; ·• i -
this morning.'" .,,_ 
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Through the state's first relocation project, 
biologist Robert Gooding has raised 
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The skeleton of a young whale 

senselessly slaughtered over a century 
ago has become a symbol 

of environmental concern and the 
premier exhibit in our 

country's oldest 
pius~um. 

n Januaty of 1880 a young right 
~ ; whale,. one of the big baleen whales, 
""''' - ¥..,, swam mto Charleston Harbor and 
seemed ~eluctant to ieave. The subsequent 
course of events would not only violate 
present state and federal laws, but today 
would be virtually incomprehensible. 

The tale is best told in the words of Dr. 
Gabriel Manigault, who at the time was 
curator of the Charleston Museum and 
professor of geology and natural history at 
the College of Charleston: 

"(The whale) moved from place to 
place in the harbor, without ascending 
either of the rivers emptying into it. It 
evidently was aware in what direction the 
sea was, but was unable to find its way out 
through the narrow opening between Fort 
Sumter and Sullivan's Island. On the 
.morning of the 4th or 5th day an attempt 

-

was made to harpoon it by a boat's crew 
from a tug employed for the government 
works upon the jetties, but the party not 
being well equipped, and consequently 
not able to accomplish its capture, decided 
to come to the city for assistance. The 
rumor of the intended expedition having 
spread, at half past one in the aftemoo~, 
four steam tugs, between fifty and sixty 
row boats and a few sailing craft started in 
pursuit, the whale having remained in 
shoal water near Fort Johnson. 

"A harpoon was soon lodged in the 
animal's body from one of the tugs, but 
this having been found unmanageable, 
the expedient resorted to was for the tugs 
to ram the whale with their bows 
whenever the opportunity offered. The 
animal was thus worried for some time and 
also received several lance thrusts from the 
small boats. It bled considerably and was 
so much weakened by the various blows 
and wounds that after an exciting chase of 

several hours it finally succumbed to its 
tormentors. During this scene the strength 
of the whale was exhibited in the lashings 
of its tail. With a blow from this it 
knocked a door of one of the tugs off of its 
hinges, and with its back it raised the bow 
of another tug clear out of the water. It 
made repeated efforts to dive, but, the 
water being shallow, the movement 
appeared to the lookers who did not 
realize its meaning, as an effort to stand on 
its head. 

"I did not have the opportunity of · 
examing the animal until the day after its 
capture, when it was on exhibition. At a 
glance I saw that it was a right whale, as 
the plates of baleen were visible between 
the lips of the slightly opened mouth. It 
measured in length 40 feet, 4 inches, and 
was perfectly black in color over the entire 
body. Its other important measurements 
were, 9 feet vertically through the thickest 
part of the body, with 11 feet width of tail. 
As soon as the exhibition was over the 
carcase was· given to me for the College 
·Museum and was taken to a place of safety 
a few miles al:x:>Ve the city." 



W 
he whale was killed ostensibly 
so that the blubber could be ren
dered into whale oil and sold for 
a profit. However, Charleston 

had never been a whaling port and no one 
locally had the expertise or the equipment 
to produce whale oil. Manigault recorded 
the failure of this operation: 

"I then allowed six weeks to elapse before 
visiting the carcase again, and 
during that time its captors cut away as 
much of the blubber as they thought 
would be worthwhile boiling down. This 
turned out however not to be a paying 
operation, for it was not sufficiently thick, 
and it i& probable that the animal having 
suffered from hunger for several days 
before its capture, much of its fat had in 
consequence been consumed in sustaining 
its life." 

Perhaps the tugboat crews did have 
some get-rich-quick dreams in the killing 
of the whale, but the many other 
participants were more likely just out for 
some sport. Should a large whale enter 
Charleston Harbor today it might draw a 
crowd, but it would be most unlikely that 
anyone would attempt to harm such a 
magnificent animal. 

A newspaper account entitled, "Rare 
Sport in the Harbor Yesterday," illustrates 
the public's very different attitude toward 
whales in those days: 

"Talk of sport! What sport is 
comparable with the rush through the 

\ 

water after such huge game as this, when 
tired muscles forget their weariness and are 
endowed with fresh life at every sight of 
the great head, and every splash of the 
monster's body? Give away! Give away with 
a will! And with oars going, the gunwales 
parting the smooth water which seemed to 
rush by, and every nerve and sinew tense 
and firm, the chase followed, no one 
knowing fatigue or stopping to measure 
distances in such a hunt. At last the boats 
huddle together, and spread again in a 
circle, as the fish is caught up with. A 
moment and he appears, and in that 
moment a long boat shoots by his side, 
and the man in the bow, cool and steady, 
and with deliberation that looks cruel, 
plunges his lance into the mountain of 
flesh, while the oars are backed with a 
rush and surge, and the craft glides away. 
Again and again this is repeated, the boats 
moving in a continual semi-circle, 
hemming the great fish in , and forming a 
barrier, which he could burst like pack
thread if he knew it, to the deep water 
where his safety and rest lies. Slowly he 
works out, tacking this way and that, and 
getting the merciless steel upon almost 
every reappearance. 

"He was evidently weakening this time. 
His plunges beneath the water were 
shorter and shorter in duration, and he 
seemed to gasp for breath as he came up. 
At last a barefooted sailor in one of the 
first boats, the man who struck the first 

PHILLIP JONES 

Long one of the most popular objects in the Charleston Museum, the whale is displayed 
prominently in the lobby of the new building. 
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blow in the morning, (Garrison, of North 
Carolina), drove his lance home. The 
boat backed away, but there was not need 
for it. An inert black mass lay upon the 
surface, moving gently with the motion of 
the water. Dead at last! 

"Then the boats rushed in and clustered 
around the dead giant. The Rayed Arch 
came up, and from her deck someone fired 
a rifle ball into the whale's back. There 
was something like a shudder, a feeble 
serpentine motion of the body and then 
stillness. This was just at sunset, off Shem 
Creek, on the east shore, and cheer after 
cheer arose, the whistle of the tug joining 
in the triumphal chorus. Lines were 
quickly made fast about the great body and 
it was towed to Sullivan's Island where it 
will remain a part of to-day. 

"Just at the death the Pocossin of the 
Ferry Company's line came by, and Capt. 
Gannon came close alongside to give his 
passengers a view of the game, as he had 
gone out of his course during the morning 
to show them the hunt. 

"The fish is a 'Right whale.' As well as 
could be estimated last night his length is 
from forty to fifry feet, and the thickness of 
his body from ten to fifteen feet. His 
weight, of course, could not be 
ascertained, but his captors estimate that 
he will yield from $600 to $800 worth of 
oil. 

"When examined after death the body 
and sides of the monster were found to be 
thickly seamed and scarred in every 
direction with the marks of lances, 
harpoons and hooks, showing that the 
hunters had aimed well. 

"The hunt was the topic of the most 
general interest in the city yesterday 
afternoon, being an unprecedented event 
here. The Ferry Company will run an 
excursion boat to the Island at IO o'clock 
this morning for the commodation of 
those who wish to see the whale. 

It will also be exhibited to-day, 
beginning between 1 and 2 o'clock, at 
Pergnall's Marine Railway, where a small 
admission fee will be charged." 

Fortunately back in 1880 there was one 
level head in the whole incident and that 
was Manigault. He had collected the 
skeletons of many animals from all over 
the world and had become skilled at 
mounting them. Museum specimens 
usually are not put together, or articulated, 





simply because first it is a difficult, time
consuming task, and secondly, because 
most skeletons are collected as study 
specimens and are more readily studied 
when not articulated. 

Manigault, seeing a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity to mount a really big 
skeleton, made arrangements to obtain 
the bones of the whale for the Charleston 
Museum, which at the time was part of the 
College of Charleston. He somehow 
managed the gargantuan task of putting 
the whole thing together and finally hung 
the articulated skeleton from the ceiling of 
the museum. 

Manigault articulated some 150 
skeletons before his death in 1899, but the 
right whale remains his most famous work. 
In 1907 the Charleston Museum split 
from the college and moved to 
"temporary" quarters on Rutledge Avenue. 
Manigault's whale again was suspended in 
the main hall of the building, which was 
never meant to house valuable museum 
specimens. 
, Early in 1980 the Charleston Museum 
moved from the "temporary" quarters it 
had suffered for seven long decades into a 
new, modem, well-designed structure on 
the comer of Meeting and John streets. By 
this time whales had become not 
only of great interest to the 
public but the very 
symbol of 
environmental 
concern. 
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ff¥ s a result, Manigault's whale 
now hangs in a place of honor, 

,! , directly above the main lobby 
and adjacent to a balcony that allows 
close-up viewing never possible in the old 
building. The whale has become one of 
the premier exhibits in the Charleston 
Museum, the oldest museum in the 
country. It remains one of the few big 
whale skeletons on display anywhere in 
the world. 

Since whales have no hind limbs and 
much-reduced fore limbs, a whale 
skeleton is basically a huge skull and a 
long chain of vertebrae suggesting a slim, 
snakelike creature. Many a museum visitor 
has mistakenly thought the skeleton to be 
that of a dinosaur, although most 
dinosaurs had large hind limbs and tiny 
skulls. Several of the numerous small 
flipper bones and the degenerate pelvic 
bones were lost during the attempted 
rendering operation so Manigault carved 
wooden replacements. Otherwise the 
skeleton is complete, including most of 
the baleen. 

/ 
Right whales, because they are slow 

and easy to catch, and because they , I . 
/ ' ,, .. 

/ ,' f 
/ ... ' ·, 

produced a lot of oil, were prime targets of 
the early whalers. As a result right whales 
are now considered very rare and are on 
the Endangered Species List. Although 
the area offshore from Charleston was 
considered a "whaling ground" by 
commercial whalers, there are very few 
records of right whale strandings in the 
state. Several right whales have been 
observed in state waters in the past several 
years (see South Carolina Wildlife, March
April 1977) suggesting that this now 
protected species might be making a 
modest comeback. 

It is encouraging to know that the 
public now has a much more enlightened 
attitude toward whales and other wildlife. 
It is also fitting that Manigault's whale is 
now prominently displayed to remind 
us of how far we have come 
in 100 years._, 



if we could travel back to the early 1900s, to the banks of 
die Wateree River, and push a branch aside, we might see 
hunters and fishermen passing in their "section boats.• 
According to old stories, section boats played a prominent part 
in the same post Civil War sporting society that spawned the 
Boykin Spaniel. 

These curious boats were rumored to be convertible from one 
16- or 17-foot boat to two or three smaller boats. When 
separated into its individual sections, the boat supposedly could 
be nested together to allow easy transport overland via a wagon 
or train baggage car. 

At first these peculiar boats seemed to be just another feature 
in the tall tales of men who have spent too much time on the 
river. Ask them about the querulous craft and the last intact 
boat they remember was rotting in disrepair at some obscure 
river landing during the late 1930s. The "section boat" remained 
a bottomless, boardless will-of-the-wisp until I visited the home 
of Mrs. Julian E. Sanders Jr. near Rembert in Sumter O:runty. 

Her boat was resting in unheralded retirement next to one of 
the outbuildings. It had been the personal fishing boat of Mrs. 
Sanders' father-in-law, the late Julian E. Sanders Sr., born 
in 1872. 

The ancient weather-grayed craft which stretched unevenly 
acro&s the Sanders' lawn that day wouldn't have looked like 
much at all to someone who didn't know the history behind it. 
A close study of the boat revealed exacting craftsmanship, 
beveled edges, degrees of angle and sturdy but unencumbered 
construction. This particular section boat seemed to be made 
from heart pine, which accounts for its excellent state of 
preservation in a dry land environment. For a boat constructed 
probably 70 years ago, it appears remarkably river-worthy. 

The boat had been broken down into its three component 
sections for storage. Bolts that once held the sections together 
were missing. Its only other missing parts were its removable 
seats, which apparently had been laid aside many years earlier 
and lost. 

Three bolt holes were evident through each two-inch 
bulkhead where one section was secured to the other for full
sized boat assembly. Stringing the unattached sections together 
as one boat, I could see how-if the parts were snugged 
together-the boat's flat bottom would angle sharply up from 
the midsection and toward both ends. 

The boat nanowed from the center toward either end with 
the nose having the slimmest width. The single-board side 
planks flared out and up sharply from the bottom made of close
fitting boards running the length of each section. These bottom 
boards were braced at regular intervals by heavier pieces of wood 
cutting across the width. 

Miraculously, several of the original rope handles were intact. 
These were affixed to the ends of each section so that a hunter 
could easily pull a one-man boat through shallow swamp water 
when he was en route to an off-river duck shooting site. The 
handles also facilitated loading and unloading the boats, 
launching them and pulling them up steep riverbanks to a 
wagon or train. 

In the late-1800s 
Wateree sportsmen 

needed a stout 17-foot 
riverboat that could easily 
betransported overland. 

One man's solution, build the 
boat in sections, provides a 

lesson in ingenuity that may be 
applied today. 

Uncle loot's 
Convertible 

bY
Mlket.eel 

The boat's total length was just¾ inch short of 16 feet. Its 
three sections measured in length: 4 feet, 8Y2 inches for the bow 
or nose section; 5 feet, 9¾ inches at the amidships or center 
section, and 5 feet, 5 inches at the stem or tail section. 

The boats I had heard about were said to be constructed 
such that, when placed in the proper order, each section would 
fit down snugly inside the other. Eyeballing the proportions, I 
placed the tail section down into the middle section and then 
put the nose in last. It all nested perfectly, just like a set of 
measuring cups. On the ground before me was a 16-foot river 
boat, but it took up a space only about five and a half feet long 
and just over three feet wide. 

As I researched the invention of the boat, one name kept 
cropping up-Toot Sanders, a man who had been a hunting 
chum of the late Whit Boykin (1861-1932). Boykin was a well
known Kershaw County farmer and outdoor sportsman who had 
been largely responsible for the development of South Carolina's 
Boykin Spaniel. When asked about Sanders, the descendants of 
Boykin referred me to R. M. (Bob) Moore of Horatio. 

"Toot Sanders was my great-uncle and lived for years with my 
grandfather Wallace Sanders, who was his brother," Moore says. 
"He never married. I was about ten when Uncle Toot died, but 
I learned much about him both from my own experiences and 
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from things told to me by my grandfather and other members of 
my family. 

"It's my best recollection that Uncle Toot came up with the 
original idea and design for what is known as the section boat. 
My Uncle Happy Sanders, who's 82, said 'definitely' that Uncle 
Toot made the boats." 

Uncle Toot's real name was Edward Richardson Sanders. He 
was born April 15, 1845, and died in 1922. He was the son of 
William Marion Sanders and Sarah E. Richardson. 

"By trade, Uncle Toot was a master carpenter and machinist," 
Moore says. "He would put in water mills and cotton gins and 
everything which operated by machinery in those days. Uncle 
Toot was noted for being quite a character. In fact, he was a 
Civil War veteran but stubbornly refused until his dying days to 
pledge his allegiance back to the Union. 

"He built the section boat long like a Louisiana bateau, 
narrow in the front and back. But it was sliced into sections that 
could be put together with bolts. Many were made from cypress. 
I remember that my grandfather's last boat was kept in the yard 
and always filled with water to keep the joints swelled tight. But 
regrettably, its use as a watercraft diminished into that of a 
watering trough for cattle before it finally fell apart.• 

According to Moore, Uncle Toot's presence was distinctive in 
more ways than one. He was a short, mustachioed man and 
always wore several layers of clothes, regardless of the weather. 
Most of the time he wore the same tattersall hunting coat, two or 
three s}:lirts and usually a sweater. In his hunting coat Toot 
regularly carried a great assortment of pipes, pipe tobacco, cut 
plug tobacco and other smoking equipment. One of his specialty 
items was the old-time nickel-a-piece clay pipes, and he kept at 
least a half dozen in his coat pocket. 

"Mama used to announce, 'Uncle Toot will be here directly; I 
smell his pipe,' • Moore says. "Of course, he was nowhere to be 
seen, but Mama vowed that she could smell him coming at least 
a mile away.• 

As the oldest among his sporting fellows and with a mind 
clearly his own, Toot was cast as the comical main character in 
many a campfire tale. Harris Hopkins (Happy) Sanders, 82, 
recounted an experience that Uncle Toot had with Jeff, his 
legendary Gordon setter. 

"Jeff was as hard-headed a dog as you ever saw, but still a good 
hunting dog,• Sanders says. "One time down in the Wateree 
River Swamp below Motley's Bend, Toot was out turkey hunting 
with Jeff and accidently ran into three or four little hog bears. 
Jeff and the bears tangled and Jeff came out with the short end, 
though he wasn't seriously injured. 

"A short while after that a fellow-knowing what had 
happened-asked Toot how Jeff was doing and Toot replied, 
'I've got a good bird dog and a good turkey dog, but I sure as 
hell don't have no bear dog. 

"Uncle Toot's cousin, George Sanders, had been for some time 
trying to coax him into building a boat with a bottom made from 
a single board," Bob Moore said. "Uncle Toot kept saying all along 
that it was impossible, but George persisted and finally found a 
board wide enough-some 28 inches or better. Every time the 
subject had been brought up before, Uncle Toot's stock reply was 
'George Sanders, you know a one-board-bottom boat ain't 
worth a damn.' • 
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After completing this craft for his cousin, Uncle Toot took it 
for its maiden voyage to Mackey's Sandbar on the Wateree 
River. The spectators who had gathered on the banks saw Toot 
paddle some 20 feet out, where the vessel rolled over and flipped 

• its skeptical creator to an involuntary baptism. 
"Uncle Toot went to the bottom and came up with his little 

clay pipe still firmly clenched between his teeth," Moore says. 
"Upon reaching shore, he repeated his opinion on Cousin 
George's experimental design, 'A one-board-bottom boat ain't 
worth a damn.' " 

Uncle Toot never learned how to swim, and everyone knew 
it. When later asked how he'd managed to get out of the river 
that day, Uncle Toot said, "Boys, by God, I just got down on 
that bottom and walked out." 

Toot Sanders' boat affected water travel for hunters and 
fishermen on South Carolina's Wateree River from the Civil 
War through the 1930s. From the best recollections of those 
who remember riding in the boats and knew the men who 
pioneered their use, the idea for building a boat in sections was 
born from practicality. 

Uncle Toot apparently had grown tired of making boats for 
his sporting pals only to have his work left downriver to be 
stolen or lost. So he had a brainstorm, a portable riverboat This 
was before the days of boat trailers, winches and four,wheel
drive pickups. He began building boats that could be kept at 
home, carried to the river by wagon and transported back home 
in the baggage car of a train after a float trip downriver. 

"There were no outboard motors or trailers in those days to 
help the men get their boats to the places they were going or to 

help them return," says Sarah Boykin Holmes of Columbia. "My 
father, Whit Boykin, and our relatives used a section boat when 
hunting on the river. 

"The river current would take hunters downstream, but they 
needed a way back. The special features of the section boat gave 
them that way back. By taking it apart and fitting th~ sections 
down into each other, the men made a large boat about three 
times smaller, and this gave them much better mobility." 

Usually hunting trips lasted only until the afternoon. The 
men would estimate the time it would take them to get to a 
certain place downriver and they would plan to have someone 
waiting there with a wagon when the hunt was over to carry 
boat, dogs and gear back home. 

"On hunting trips down the river that lasted overnight or 
longer, they used a train for the return trip home," Mrs. Holmes 
says. "Hunters had to have a good knowledge of the train 
schedules because they would time a trip so that they could meet 
a train at a regular stop after they were finished hunting. The 
section boat was dragged uphill to the railroad trestle and loaded 
neatly into the baggage car, and they were on their way. 

"The section boat was also a convertible. If all three sections 
were bolted together, it would carry several hunters-possibly 
four-their dogs and necessary paraphernalia," Mrs. Holmes says. 
"It could also be tnaQe into a normal-sized boat by putting just 
the front and back sections together. The take-apart boat was a 
clever answer to the many transportation problems faced by 
hunters in my family during the early 1900s. 

"Papa always carried along his buffalo skin robe when they 
made the long trips downriver," says Mrs. Holmes. "They loaded 
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Rembert said. "It was mandatory during those outings for each 
fellow to bathe at least one time every three days. And believe it 
or not a section boat served as their bath tub. 

"They hunted on the river in winter so warm water was 
needed for bathing," Boykin said. "A section of the boat was filled 
with water and the water was then heated with hot bricks from 
the campfire. The tradition was that the oldest men in the 
hunting party always took their baths first. As the seniority 
bathing system proceeded, the bathers got younger and sturdier 
as the water grew colder and dirtier." 

A grandson of Whit Boykin, L W. (Whit) Boykin III of 
Rembert, remembers a three-section and a two-section version. 
"Each one, when taken apart, was made in sections that would 
fit down into each other in a nesting arrangement," Boykin says. 
"Three bolts held the sections together when assembled on the 
water and innertubes or leather acted as the washers to prevent 

• leakage . 
"The seats in the section boat were removable like wagon 

seats and set over the joints where the sections fit together. Each 
seat was basically a board with a batten on it to keep it from 
sliding. Seats were spaced for the right weight distribution 
behind each bulkhead. 

"I've seen as many as six people in one section boat. They 
were strong sturdy boats. You could run a pretty good-sized 

• r motor on one and many were later converted to outboard 
r .. ~ motor use. 
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.~ "When I was a child, section boats were the only boats we 
~ ·-~ had. The roads into the river weren't good then. Wagons and 

the wagons with boats, rolled-up mattress pads stuffed with mules were the only way you could get in. Travelers could go 
cotton and groceries. I was usually in the kitchen when Papa down river, take the boats apart, drag them through the woods 
would send someone in for a supply of bacon, grits, salt, pepper, and shoot ducks on lakes away from the river. The three sections 
coffee, com meal, cooking pots and pans and, of course, onions provided three individual waterproof stands." 
for all-around seasoning. I particularly remember that their "In the old days, the train was used only for return trips after 
mattress pads always came back smelling strongly like onions a long campout," Boykin said. "Travelers would go downriver to 
and required a good airing out. where the Southern Railroad crosses the Wateree at Eastover. 

"A two-mule wagon would carry the men, boats and other These hunting trips would often last several days or a couple of 
equipment down to the river and come back. One boat left from weeks. On long trips the hunters might leave from here (Boykin) 
our place to join others at the river. One of these section boats and take out at Tresvant's Landing," Boykin added. 
would carry three or four people." What is very possibly the last section boat and the side plank 

W. Bernard Scott of Baltimore, Maryland, one of the organizers its maker used for a pattern are today safely resting in the Sumter 
of the Maryland Trust Company, was a regular visitor to the Whit County Museum and Archives, the old William Bryce home at 
Boykin home in those days. His son, Bernard Jr. of Winter 122 North Washington Street in Sumter. Realizing the boat's 
Haven, Florida, remembers what his father said about those unique history and rarity, the Julian W. Sanders Jr. family 
hunting trips to South Carolina. allowed Bob Moore to move it to Sumter for display. This last 

"My father told me about a boat made in three pieces, but I boat remains as a reminder of our forefathers' ingenuity and 
had sort of thought that it was just another tall tale. He suffered personal enterprise. The "section boat" cleverly overcame the 
from frostbitten knees all of his life-something he received from inherent problems of typical river,going craft of its era. Its 
sitting in one of these boats during a winter trip down the Wateree. creation was prompted by the limitations of tum-of-the-century 

"He had an active interest in photography and always carried transportation: waterlogged boats too heavy for men to move, 
his camera along on his hunting jaunts," Scott says. "Many of the no boat trailers, bad roads to the river and a shortage of space in 
photographs from those South Carolina hunting trips in the the wagon and on the train. 
early 1900s were taken either by him or with his camera. We With the increasing cost and limited supply of fuel, the 
have many of these photos in our family and some of the same discovery and preservation of the last representative specimen of 
vintage that were taken in Wyoming on another hunting trip for South Carolina's fabled section boats presents an exciting 
elk and antelope. challenge to the best boat artisans of today. Perhaps some 

"My father, J. W.C. Boykin, called Stew by his cronies, was a skillful craftsman will revive Toot Sanders' creation in a modem 
regular on those trips down the Wateree," Henry Boykin of design of wood, fiberglass or aluminum._, 



S '• LAR-HEATED WATER: the c0st-fr@@ lJtility 
A well designed and installed solar hot water system can save a large chunk of your yearlY- energy budget. 

by John Davis 
, hot water--one of the 

unnoticed amenities that keep 
civilized.It sterilizes our dishes, 

cleans our clothes and refreshes 
our bodies and mm. 

But rising energy costs have injected 
an uneasiness into our love affair with 
hot water. Energy experts report that we 
slosh through an average of about 500 
kilowatt hours or $25 per household 
each month. Our discomfort is reflected 
in cold water detergents for the wash, 
energy-saver buttons on dishwashers and 
automatic timers for hot water heaters. 
With these conscious efforts to decrease 
our consumption of hot water and the 
accompanying fuel bills, solar-heated 
water systems are experiencing a boom 
that may soon rival the return of wood 
stoves. 

While refitting an existing home fur 
solar space heating is often too expensive 
or impractical because of house design 
and orientation, solar water heating can 
be adapted to almost any home site. 
And, depending upon the system's 
design, quality of construction and 
installation and its owner's use patterns, 
solar water heating can pay back its 
mcxlerate investment cost in five years or 
less. As with selecting a wood stove, the 
problem with solar water heating lies in 
finding the best system for your needs. 

There are numerous designs for 
converting solar radiation into thermal 
energy, but all systems basically absorb 
the sun's energy in some sort of collector 
and transport the converted heat to a 
point of use or a storage area for later use 
as required. The parts of these systems-
collector, storage area, distribution 
system, controls and auxiliary energy 
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sources ( when necessary )-vary widely 
in design, operation and performance. 

Most solar systems are characterized as 
active or passive. In an active system, 
the converted heat usually is transported 
by means of a pump or some energy 
source other than the sun. Passive 
systems do not require any energy other 
than sunlight but depend upon natural 
heat transfer through convection, 
radiation and conduction. Since it is 
simpler and uses no extra energy, a 
passive system is usually preferred when 
possible. 

For high efficiency, the system's 
collector must be oriented and tilted to 
receive maximum sunlight throughout 
the year. For hot water heating, the 
optimum collector tilt is usually equal to 

COiiector Pump 

Auxiliary Water Heater 

~Ml===:~b~I 

Many solar hot water systems preheat1he 
· incoming water supply before it enters a 
conventional water heater. In an active 
system (upperi pumps usually circulate 
1he solar system's liquid. Passive systems 
(lower) utilize natural convection, radiation 
and conduction fo circulate 1he solar 
liquid and transfer heat fo 1he conventional 
hot water system. 

Auxiliary Water Heater 

the site latitude. Variations of 10 degrees 
on either side of this optimum angle are 
acceptable. For Columbia, South 
Carolina, the collector tilt may range 
from 24-44 degrees. Collectors also 
should be oriented toward a direct 
southern exposure, but a range of 20 
degrees east or west of true south is 
considered acceptable. Collectors are 
usually mounted on a house roof or 
attached to a south wall, but may be 
placed on the ground adjacent to the 
home. Whatever the mounting site, 
extreme care should be taken to avoid 
unwanted shading of the collector face. 

Among the designs being developed 
fur water heating, the simple flat-plate 
collector has the widest application. This 
collector is basically metal tubing 
attached to a sheet of flat or corrugated 
metal painted black on its upper surface 
to maximize absorption of sunlight. The 
collector plate or absorber is usually 
insulated underneath and on all sides. It 
is housed in a box with one or more 
sheets of gl~ or suitable transparent 
plastic material to allow entry of sunlight 
and trap converted thermal energy. 

In this system, the converted 
thermal heat warms a transport medium, 
usually water, as the medium passes 
through the metal tubing. This heated 
liquid is then sent out to hot water taps 
or a storage tank. 

Since South Carolina usually 
experiences several periods of 
consecutive sunless days, many solar 
experts consider it most efficient and 
convenient to use solar-heated water as a 
pre-heat system for conventional hot 
water heaters. Matching the volume of 
the solar system's storage tank and the 

capacity of its collector is extremely 
important for peak efficiency. A collector 
surface of 64 to 96 square feet with a 
storage volume of 64 to 96 gallons is 
considered adequate for a family of three 
to four in the Palmetto State. 

In a pre-heat system, the storage 
tank is usually designed as a heat 
exchanger. Before entering the 
conventional hot water heater, cold 
water is warmed by passing through or 
around the solar-heated liquid. This 
greatly reduces the energy demand on 
the conventional electric or gas heater. 

Because we also experience frequent 
freezing temperatures, an antifreeze 
solution is often added to the water 
within the solar system. This avoids the 
necessity of draining the unit to prevent 
damage during extremely cold nights or 
days. Since antifreeze solutions are toxic, 
the solar system liquid cannot be allowed 
to mix with hot water being used in the 
home. To accomplish this transfer of 
heat without risking a disastrous mixing, 
some form of double-wall heat exchanger 
is required. In simple systems, the cold 
water supply lines are wrapped around a 
double-wall solar storage tank, or the 
cold water supply may be pas.5ed through 
the solar system storage via double-wall 
tubing. 

A typical solar hot water system for a 
family of four may range from $300 to 
$500 for do-it-yourself designs or $800 to 
$1,500 for uninstalled factory-built 
mcxlels. Despite the higher cost, 
homeowners without the inclination to 
decipher the technical requirements of 
solar water heating and the experience of 
other home-built projects are advised to 
choose factory-built systems. With both 

home- and factory-built systems, the 
prospective solar buyer must become 
familiar with basic system terminology, 
the limitations of his or her home site 
and the family's hot water use patterns. 
Before agreeing to any purchase of solar 
equipment, the reliability of the supplier 
and installer should be examined. 

In most cases, solar-heated water can 
conserve our expendable resources for 
other needs while providing considerable 
savings for the home energy budget. The 
knowledge that those sparkling dishes, 
spotless clothes:and refreshed bodies 
resulted, at least partially, from use of a 
cost-free, non-polluting and limitless 
energy source is guaranteed to restore a 
little faith to our relationship with 
hot water. _ _, 

No moJorehonge wftlllrl 20• ore 

Opltmum Angle = SIie Lotttude + or - 10' SIie 

To achieve optimum sunlight all year, 
solar collectors should face as 
true sou1h as possible with a tttt about 
equal fo ~ site latl1ude. 

North 

- Eo~ 
\ 

0' -, \ \ \ 
South \ \ I I 

Optimum OrientoNon = True South + or - 20• 

For More On Solar 
The application of solar energy to 

mcxlern home water and space heating is a 
relatively new field, with a variety of 
available design systems. For general 
information and specific reference sources 
of manufacturers, books, pamphlets, 
newspaper and pericxlical sources: 

The National Solar Heating and Cooling 
Information Center 
P.O. Box 1607 
Rockville, MD 20850 
(800) 523-2?29 

The Governor's Division 
of Energy Resources 
SCN Center, Suite 1130 
1122 Lady Street 
Columbia, SC 29201 
(803) 758-8110 

For Home Construction Plans: 

Build Your Own Solar Water Heater 
Environmental Information Center 
935 Orange Avenue 
Winter Park, H..32789 (305) 644-5377 
$3 ~donation" ( extra $1 for postage) 

A Solar Water Heater Workshop Manual 
Ecotope Group 
2332 E. Madison 
Seattle, WA 98112 (206) 322-3753 
$5 plus 90¢ postage and handling 

Bread Box and Pro Heater-Solar Water Heaters 
Thermosiphon Solar Water Heater 
Zomeworks Corporation 
Box 712, Albuquerque, NM 87103 
(505) 242-5354 
Two 24 x 36-inch blueprint sheets 
$5 plus $1 postage and handling each. 

Solar Hot Water Heater 
State Community Services Program 
772 Commercial St., SE 
Salem, OR 97310 (503) 378-4729 
Free 
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Readers' 
Forum 

A FRESHWATER FAN 
I have this magazine sent to my son each 

year. He isn't much of a reader, but he sure reads 
this from front to the end. He is a freshwater 
fisherman, and boy when trout seasons opens, 
he is up at 3 a. m. getting ready. He used to 
hunt, but fishing gives him a battle. 

Mrs. Ralph Garno 
Ridgeland 

GREENVILLE SKEPTIC 
I certainly enjoyed the South Carolina Wrldiife 

interview concemingGMAs in South Carolina 
(September-October edition). 

One thing that came to mind while reading 
the article was pollution of streams and lakes 
within these areas. 

I live in Greenville and I fish Lake Hartwell 
quite oft~, and used to like Lake Greenwood 
until about 8 years ago. Rumors have it that raw 
sewage is being dumped into Lake Greenwood 
from cabins built near the lake. God only knows 
the Pepsi and sardine cans that cover the bot
tom of the lake. You would have to be a fool to 
eat a fish ~t of the lake . On a South Carolina 
map you can easily see where Reedy River flows 
and that river is the upper state's sewer system. 
I know all industrial chemicals can't be neu
tralized or filtered at one treatment plant and 
whatever else might enter the sewer. A great 
number of fish are diseased in Lake Greenwood. 

When I was a boy, my Dad and I fished 
Lake Greenwood every other weekend in the 
summer. I've eaten a lot of crappie out of that 
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lake. Now I wouldn't eat anything out of Lake 
Greenwood and certainly wouldn't rake my chil
dren there. 

I'm not the only one who feels this way. 
Make a survey of up-staters and see for yourself. 
Look at the number of people who fish Lake 
Greenwood now compared to 10 years ago. 

_,1 My real concern is Lake Hartwell. Will the 
same thing happen there? I know South Car
olina Wildlife and Marine Resources Depart
ment and the Anny Corp of Engineers keep a 
clo5e eye on the lake, but you can't watch all 
the people all the time. Ed Haws, Fred Kinard 
and Oscar Stewart certainly have the kind of 
respect for South Carolina's environment that 
all fisherman need to pos.5e55, including out-of
staters too. 

I know there are laws against pollution, a 
small fine, but as Oscar Stewart said in a round
about way, they really don't mean much when 
the culprit knows a game warden is not watch
ing. 

My question is what can be done to clean up 
Lake Greenwood and how can we prevent this 
from happening to Lake Hartwell? Stiffer laws 
and fines or some state programs to invest some 
civic pride in the fisherman? Certainly signs are 
not the answer. Kenneth Redmond 

Greenville 
Editor's Note: Russell Sherer at the Dqxtrtment of 
Health and Environmental Control says DHEC 
will investigate any specific discharges into Lok 
GreentwXL if you report them. Septic tank dis
charges should be reported to the county depart
ments. 

As far the fish, DHEC analyzes fish tissue from 
the lakes far heavy metal amtent, such as copper, 
zinc, men:ury, and far chlorinate.d hydrocarbons, 
which come from pesticides. Sherer says they have 
found nothing in Lok GreentwXl that exceeds the 
FDA ar EPA tolerance levels, and the fish there are 
considered ~e far human consumption. Neither is 
there reawn to refrain from swimming ar skiing on 
Lok Greentooal, he says. 

As far the litter problems, the Wrldiife and Marine 
Resourr:es Department has deve/ope.d a program 
called "Operation Respect" to carnlxtt poor outdoor 
conduct The department realizes that law enforce
ment is not the sole answer. 

The pulxic can become inoolved in the depart
ment's effort by joining, far there's strength in man
bers; by teaching, not only their children, but those 
down the street as well; by giving, even if it's just of 
their time; by becoming informed, so as to be posi
tive; and, ~ all, by being sportsmen, making 
sure that their conduct meets the highest sl'al'ldarru of 
sporting etlucs. 

Operation Respect carries a plea and a warning 
to all who share in our great outdoors. 

MISSOURI REDS 
The article entitled "Boomer" in the Septem

ber-October 1980 issue prompted me to write 

about the red squirrel. This article would lead 
the reader to believe that all red squirrels are 
smalJer than the common South Carolina gray 
squirrel. 

I was raised in Missouri where the red squirrel 
is the most common variety. But the Missouri 
red squirrel is larger than the South Carolina 
gray and more the size of a South Carolina fox 
squirrel. 

Enjoy your magazine a lot. 
Mrs. George Robinson 

Charleston 

ANGRY NEIGHBOR 
For the first time in many years, I must re

fuse to renew my subscription and those of my 
friends to your magazine. This action is regret
table for we have thoroughly enjoyed your mag
azine; however, your state legislature and their 
drive to rape the non-resident hunter has forced 
this decision. We acknowledge that your mag
azine cannot be held responsible, but it is our 
hope that by raking this step, you will begin to 
recognize the significance of non-resident dol
lars to the total scope of the South Carolina 
economy. 

I personally am a property owner, including 
a home, and taxpayer in Fairfield County; in 
addition, I and my group of hunting compan
ions, annually spend many dollars on gasoline, 
food, alcohol and other supplies while hunting 
in your state. Our funds have contributed in a 
large way to the succes.iul game management 
programs your state enjoys. Now are we to be 
phased out by special interest groups and a few 
selfish individuals? 

I sincerely feel that a great number of small 
businesses have been hurt by this aggressive at
tempt to reduce or stop non-resident hunting. 
It is my hope that you will use this letter as an 
impetus to lobby in our behalf for fair treatment 
and a reversal of the current discrimination 
trend. 

Again, I think it is regrettable for both par
ties that this decision has been reached, but un
til South Carolina restores its "Good Neighbor" 
policies, I am compelled to take this stand. 

Glenn Morgan 
Hickory, North Carolina 

BUCKSHOT AND LEAD BALLS 
Julie Lumpkin's brief but vivid article on 

King's Mountain in the September-October 
1980 issue of Souch Carolina Wildlife was both 
interesting and well illustrated. It raises both 
questions and comments. 

The fifth paragraph in the second column on 
page 42 leaves me somewhat confused. You 
state the Brown Bes.s was "usually . 7 5 caliber and 
loaded with buckshot, a solid soft lead ball run
ning about 14 to the pound or a combination of 
the two." This is the first time I have seen buck
shot described as a solid ball. Buckshot generally 



means multiple pellets fired in the single dis
charge of the weapon. Today "buckshot" de
scribes the size of that shot. In the English 
system for sizing shotguns, the "gauge" or diam
eter of the barrel corresponds to the number of 
lead spheres that can be made from one pound 
of lead. Thus, a lead ball running 14 to the 
pound would approximate the barrel diameter 
(bore) of a 14-gauge shotgun. The Brown Bess 
musket was, as you state, a smoothbore from 
which either a single ball or multiple pellets 
could be fired. Therefore, I wonder if the sen
tence should have read, •. . . these muskets 
were usually . 75 caliber and loaded either with 
buckshot, or a soft lead ball running about 14 to 
the pound." 

It was also interesting to note that Ferguson 
had invented a breechloader before King's Moun
tain. Even in the American Civil War 80 years 
after King's Mountain, breech loaders were not 
common although flintlocks had given away to 
percussion, and horn (see standing mountai
neer at left margin of Wilson's "Battle of King's 
Mountain.") 

Thanks again for an interesting summary. 
WE. Nichols 

Naperville, Illinois 
Editor's Note: We thought the phrase "or a combi
nation of the ttoo" would tell you that we were dis
tinguishing buckshot from "a solid soft lead ball 
running about I 4 to the pound." 

MOUNTAIN BRIOOE 
The article by Bob Sargent in the Septem

ber-October 1980 issue on Tommy Wyche 
about the new Caesar's Head State park was 
mo.st interesting and well done. When Tommy 
Wyche first told me of his great dream, I 
thought it would be impos.sible to achieve, but 
the idea was intriguing. Now it is about to be
come a reality. Our plans were very much influ
enced by him. 

While I appreciate the credit given me, 
there were others involved: my cousin, Henry 
Ware of Greenville; my wife, Esther; our sons, 
Sam, Benton, John, Tim and Ervin Jr. All were 
part owners and very much interested in this 
project. E. Ervin Dargan 

Darlington 

In your September-October issue, I thor
oughly enjoyed Bob Sargent's article on "The 
Mountain Bridge O:mcept" and am intrigued to 
the point that a trip to the area has become a 
must. 

Keep up the good work. I cherish all past and 
future issues of South Carolina Wildlife. 

Bill McAllister 
Florence 

Ediwr's Note: Those who visit the Mountain Bridge 
area are reminded that Raven Cliff Falls ("The 
Mountain Bridge Concept," page 2 7) is on prioot.e 
land not open to hikers. 

SHIPWRECKS 
In your July-August issue, your article "Ship

wreck• states that the City of Savannah and the 
William Lawrence are the only South Carolina 
wrecks that extend above the waterline. There 
is a wreck on the north side of the North Inlet 
bar that is clearly visible at low tide. 

Walter M. Baker 
McBee 

Editor's Note: At the time of printing, our Marine 
Resources Center biologists knew of only tu.o, but 
it's entirely possible that there are others now. 

COMPLIMENTS 
South Carolina Wildlife is truly a beautiful 

and informative publication. One of its main 
attractions to me is no advertising; thumbing 
through page after page of advertisments has 
caused me to drop my subscription to all other 
magazines! Carolyn B. Turner 

Lenoir, North Carolina 

Each issue of South Carolina Wildlife comes 
out with many pros and cons on a variation of 
hunting, too much hunting, not enough hunt
ing, plus many more titles that interest us im
mensely. I've never taken· pen in hand and 
written to anyone in this manner but must say 
how much both of us enjoy your South Carolina 
Wildlife. Do keep up with your good work, as 
we understand how the magazine has won many 
years in a row internationally. 

We are proud of the fine work the depart
ment continues to provide through South Car
olina Wildlife. 

Mrs. ]. W Patterson 
Gainesville, Georgia 

1banks to all on South Carolina Wildlife staff 
for a superb magazine! None that I've seen can 
begin to compare with it. South Carolina Wildlife 
magazine is tops, and we're so proud that it car
ries the name--South Carolina! 

COMPLAINTS 

Martin B. Fricks 
Clarks Hill 

I have enjoyed the magazine for over a dec
ade. It has given my wife and I a great deal of 
pleasure and knowledge over the years. 

I feel the magazine:; has gone too commer
cial. Hunting, fishing and wildlife in South Car
olina are my first love. I am also interested in 
the Chamberof Commerce and the Department 
of Tourism, but when I pick up my South Car
olina Wildlife magazine to read, I only want to 
read that! Nothing else. 

I realize that people from other states read 
our magazine, lick their lips and wish they had 
our sporting opportunities. I wish they did too. 
I sent the magazine to my parents in Georgia 
and they loved it. 

Our stories are great. We have some very 

knowledgeable gifted contributors. Our photog
raphy is second to none. 

I have every issue I have ever received. I 
consider them priceless. Keep up the good work 
and if you could give some consideration to the 
format, I would be very pleased. 

Clyde W Hanson · 
St Matthews 

I am a new subscriber taking South Carolina 
Wildlife. I would enjoy reading more about 
hunting and fishing. 

The magazine is titled South Carolina Wildlife, 
so I would like to see more on wildlife. Quail 
hunting is an interesting story to write about. 
Deer hunting and fishing are also good subjects. 

One of the readers of South Carolina Wildlife 
says there is too much on hunting aqd fishing. 
If he doesn't like wildlife, he should subscribe 
to Readers Digest or Life magazine. 

Tony Black 
Grom; North Carolina 

GAS RATIONALE 
Little wonder that Plantersville bit the dust 

("Forgotten Towns," September-October 1980, 
South Carolina Wildlife) if everyone there was as 
dishonest as the guy who ran the gas station 
whose pump is shown on page 41 of your Sep
tember-October issue! At 25¢ per gallon, the 
customer certainly should have gotten more 
than 4/10 of a gallon for 20¢ ! ! ! 

Oh well, maybe the South Carolina Depart
ment of Agriculture's weights/measures stand
ards were no more accurate back then than they 
are now! ? (0:>ps!) 

Enjoy your publication! Ed Howell 
F~J/ly Beach 

JULY-AUGUST 1980 
Just had to write you regarding the splendid 

job you folks have done on your July-August 
issue of Wildlife. It is fur superior to any I've 
seen-puts New York to shame. 

I am the chairman of the Environmental 
Committee of LI. Shell Club and will happily 
show this issue at our forthcoming meeting. 

Meanwhile, congratulations to all on a supe-
rior effort. Bud Lanning 

Lynbrook, New York 

Thank you for the July-August 1980 issue of 
the South Carolina Wildlife magazine. This very 
beautiful magazine will be enjoyed by our stu
dents in our school library for many months. 

Receiving this very attractive magazine was 
a pleasant surprise to us. The photography, il
lustrations and articles are outstanding. This 
publication makes me proud that I am a South 
Carolinian. W. Ben Nesbit 

Principal 
Spring Valley High School 

Columbia 
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Beyond Icy 
Windows 

During the long winter 
months, our daily activities are 
limited by the shorter spans of 
daylight. We spend more hours 
inside our homes protected from 
cold, wet weather. Even when 
the sun does shine, there is little 
to do outside in the winter com, 
pared with the other seasons. In 
many ways we react the same 
way as animals. For most living 
things, winter is a period of rest. 
Food is scarce and bodily energy 
must be conserved. 

This issue of Field Trip will 
show you some things you can do 
in winter to help wildlife survive. 
At the same time, you will find 
that winter is not always cold and 
lifeless. Many 
things are 
happen, , 

Male ,,;1,1~1:~~ 
-~ ti 

ing in nature that you can see 
right in your own backyard. 

First Flight 
Hotel 

Bluebirds, like other animals, 
begin in the winter to build nests 
where they can raise their young. 
If you go to the country along 
an open field, orchard or cleared 
woodlands, you may see a pair of 
bluebirds building their nest in a 
cavity in a tree or fence post made 
by a woodpecker last year. 

Like bluebirds, starlings and 
house sparrows build nests in tree 
or post holes. This makes it 
harder for bluebirds to find a va, 
cant hole for a nest. 

Bluebirds are friends to people 
because they eat many of the 
harmful insects that damage farm 
crops and vegetables. During the 
year, the bluebird will eat many 
times its own weight in cut, 
worms, beetles, flying insects 
and harmful caterpillars. 

But people do not always re, 
turn the bird's favors. Modem 
farming methods have reduced 
the opportunity for bluebirds to 
nest. Farmers have replaced old 
orchards with young trees that 

~~~!II.. 
are pruned, sprayed and 
too small for bluebirds to 
build their nest. Even 

wooden fence posts that 

have served as a home for many 
bluebirds have been replaced by 
metal poles. 

You can help the bluebird by 
building a nesting box . 

You'll need the following materials: 
5 feet, ¾,inch thick pine (or 

exterior plywood, 2 feet wide, 4 
feet long, V2,inch thick) 

1 ¾, inch galvanized nails 
V2, inch wood dowel 
2 hooks and eyes 
Cut the wood in the following 

dimensions (inches): floor--4 x 
4; to~6V2 x 6 V2; front-
5 V2 x 10; back-5 V2 x 16; sides----
4 x (10¾ on long side, 9¾ on 

short side). 

16" 
10'' ~ 

1½" 
9¾" 

4" 
~ 5½"--« 



Make the round entrance hole 
exactly 1 ½ inch in diameter and 
place it 6 inches above the floor. 
Put the bluebird box together 
using the drawing below. Have 
someone saw the wood who 
knows how to saw it safely. 
When you have put the box t<r 
gether, you may want to paint it. 
Dark green, gray or brown are 
the best colors to paint your 
house because they are more like 
the colors of tree trunks and 
limbs in which the bluebirds 
build their nest. White houses 
are the best if they will be placed 
in the full sunlight. Do not use 
paints that contain lead or toxic 
materials and do not paint the in, 
side of the box. 

You should place your blue
bird box early in February before 
the bluebirds begin to build their 
nests. Place it around an open 
field with scattered trees nearby 
and away from buildings. Don't 
place the boxes near any area 
where insecticides or herbicides 
are used. These will destroy the 
bluebirds' food supply and may 
even kill the bluebirds. 

Set the boxes about four feet 
above the ground and about 25 
feet away from a tree, shrub or 
fence. This will help the young 
to survive their first hours out of 
the nest while they learn how to 
fly. Be sure to place a sheet metal 

collar below the bluebird box to 
keep cats and other predators 
from invading the nest. A used 
metal food can with the top and 
bottom removed will work well 
to keep out predators. 

At least once a week you 
should check each box for nest 
building, eggs or young. Before 
you open the box, tap on the side 
to allow the bluebird on the nest 
to get out first. Be sure not to dis
turb the nest too often, especially 
at first, so the bird will not be 
frightened and leave the nest 
completely. When the young 
bluebirds have left their nest for 
the last time, clear out the old 
nest so bluebirds will nest again 
in your box. 

Two Seeds 
'n Grits To Go 

Feeding birds in the winter, 
time will help them survive the 
winter and give you a chance to 
watch them. 

Once you begin to 
feed them, however, you 
must be prepared 
to do so everyday. 
They will come to 
depend on you for food 

and should you stop, they may 
die. Unless you're sure you can 
keep up with the feeding, 

don't start. 

If you decide to feed them, 
it's best to begin in the fall before 
the birds have settled on a favor
ite place for feeding. You don't 
have to start in the fall, jusr be 
sure to keep it filled once you do 
start. 

Although there are many kinds 
of bird feeders available, the best 
kind is the one you make your
self. Use plastic jugs, waxed milk 
cartons, juice cans, aluminum 
pie plates or feeders made from 
wood. Place the feeder about 
five feet above the ground in an 
open area where you can see it 
from one of your windows. There 
the birds will be in less danger 
from cats and other predators. Be 
sure not to place it too close to 
low limbs of a tree or bush or 
squirrels will jump down on it. 

Place it in an area protected 
from the wind and within 

20 feet of shrubbery. 

0 

Small birds 
will fly into the 

shrubbery 

WINTER 
BIRD FEEDER 
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One of the easiest feeders to 
make is an open tray 12 inches 
wide, 18 inches long and one 
inch thick. Around the edge 
place a strip of wood one inch 
long, two inches wide and one 
inch thick to keep the food from 
being brushed or blown off. Drill 
about six holes Vz inch in diam
eter to allow water to drain out 
of the feeder. Nail the tray to the 
top of a post five feet high. 

Certain foods attract certain 
birds. Juncos, cardinals, chicka
dees and sparrows prefer seeds. 
Robins, mockingbirds and cedar 
waxwings like fruit. Woodpeck
ers, nuthatches, wrens and other 
insect-eaters eat suet and nut 
meats. The following foods will 

· supply the birds with their daily 
nutrition: yellow com, millet, 
sorghum, peanuts, sunflower 
seeds, suet, grit ( or egg shells) 
and fruits, including apples, rai
sins and berries. 

Your school or club can spon
sor a "Penny Feeds the Birds" 
week. Make posters to show which 
birds visit feeding stations in 
South Carolina. Set around the 
school brightly colored bird boxes 
with a slot in the top for pennies. 
List the foods you'll buy. You 
might visit your local grocery 
store and ask if you can have 
their outdated fruits. 

MILK CARTON 
GREENHOUSE 

·Higl,. Hopes 
for-~pring 

Wintercanbedullanddreary, Q AC} N• h 
but you can look toward spring ll ear tg t 
by starting plants indoors. You Some of the brightest stars 
can grow tomatoes, peppers, can be seen in the winter. Peo-
cucumbers, squash, coleus, pe- ple have studied stars for thou-
tunias and other flowers from sands of years, using them to tell 
seeds in your own mini-green- time, to determine direction or 
house. just to enjoy. 

To start a greenhouse, wash Stars shine all day and night, 
out a half-empty milk carton and but during the day, you can only 
cut it in half the long way. Staple see one star, the sun. Unless you 
the top shut and fill one half with have a telescope, there are some 
potting soil up to one inch from stars you cannot see at all. Some 
the top. Next cut a coat hanger are so far away that they burn out 
in two equal pieces, bend these before their light image reaches 
into a curve and stick the ends Earth. On a clear, moonless 
into the soil at each end of the night, however, you can see as 
milk carton. many as 2,000 stars with your 

Space six to eight seeds evenly eyes_alone. 
on the soil and cover with just a Stars appear to twinkle, but 
sprinkle of soil, according to the most actually shine steadily. Their 
directions on the seed packet, light passes through layers of the 
and water lightly. Finally, form earth's atmosphere and the 
the greenhouse roof by placing movement of the air makes them 
l · .c __ ,J th look like they're . ..__...._ 

fram twinkling. P astlc 1uuu wrap over e wire - ~ North 
e. Star 

Put the greenhouse in a warm 
sunny spot and wait for the seeds \ 
to germinate. Be sure not to un- \ 
cover the plastic wrap on the \ 
greenhouse. Once the plants \ 
have reached the top, remove Little Dipper \ 

the cover and leave it off. You q' 
can transplant them outside when ~ b 
the last frost has passed. ~ 

Big Dipper •t--~a. 



When stars form patterns in 
the sky, they're called constella, 
tions. The easiest constellation 
to find is the Big Dipper, so 
named because it's shaped like a 
serving ladle. Located in the 
northern sky, the Big Dipper is 
part of a larger constellation 
called Ursa Major. The Big Dipper 
can help you find the North 
Star, or Polaris. The two stars 
that form the side of the bowl far, 
thest from the handle always 
point straight toward the North 
Star. Once you find the North 
Star, hold your arm straight up 
and bring it down through the 
North Star to the horizon. Then 
you'll be pointing true north. 
When you face north, south is 
behind you, east is to the right 
and west is to your left. 

If you were standing on the 

North Pole, you could look up 
and the North Star, Polaris, 
would be straight above you. As 
you travel south, the North Star 
seems to get lower in the north, 
em sky. As you travel further 
south, the North Star would ap, 
pear to be on the horizon and fi, 
nally disappear. Because the South 
Pole does not line up with any 
star, we do not have a "South 
Star." 

Since the earth's axis is pointed 
at the North Star, the star does 
not appear to move with the 
earth. If you could watch the Big 
Dipper from the same place for 
twenty,four hours, you would see 
it make a complete circle around 
the North Star like the hand of 
a clock moving backwards. The 
earth is moving, however, not 
the stars. 

Star Trails 

StarArt:Focus 
for Infinity 

If you have a camera that 
takes time exposures, you can: 
photograph star trails as they ap, 
pear to move in the night sky. 
Use film with an ASA of 64 or 
above, focus for infinity and set 
the camera on a firm support. 
Place the North Star as close to 
the center of the camera view 
frame as possible, with the shut, 
ter speed on B and the lens 
opened to its widest aperture for 
one hour. Each bright star will 
leave a trail caused by the move, 
ment of your camera on the tum, 
ing earth. If you could leave 
your camera in this position for 
twenty,four hours and the stars 
were visible, each star trail would 
form a complete circle. 
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harleston's 

or 
Nature Trail 

America's oldest museum occupies a 
new building in Charleston. Knou,n nationally 

for its wildlife specimens, the museum can serve 
as a winter substitute for students of nature. 

I 

t his is the season when we yearn for 
the outdoors, but cling at the same time 

to warmth and comfort. We want to go 
someplace, but we don't want to go t<X) 
far. Maybe now is the best time for visiting 
a museum, and for an "indoor" look at 
wildlife, try the Charleston Museum. 

Among its one million objects, the 
Charleston Museum has specimens of 
5,0CO mammals, 22,0CO birds, 12,0CO 
bird eggs, 25,0CO reptiles and amphibians, 
100,0CO mollusks, 10,0CO invertebrates in 
fluid, 25,0CO fish, 2,0CO insects, 5,0CO 
fossil invertebrates, 15, OCO invertebrates 
and 250 skeletons. 

The oldest museum in North and 
South America, the Charleston Museum is 
still growing, improving, changing. In 
April 1980, it moved to a new red brick 
complex at 360 Meeting Street and opens 
daily, from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m., for a small 
fee. Prior to and following the move, the 
museum staff has been involved in the 
tremendously time-consuming task of 
cateloguing, cleaning, repairing and 
relabeling the objects. For that reason, the 
visitor might see both finished displays and 
exhibits that are incomplete. 

But looking back to its formation in 
1773 by Lt. Gov. William Bull, the 
museum has been in a constant state of 
flux, having moved, changed hands, 
expanded and improved perpetually on its 
way to its present respected position. 
Beginning with curators Thomas Heyward 
Jr., Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, Dr. 
Peter Fayssoux and Dr. Alexander Baron, 
the museum was originally administered 
by a medical group and then by the 
Literary and Philosophical Society of 
South Carolina. When its building burned 
during the Revolution, it was moved to 
Daniel Cannon's home, to a Medical 
College building, and again to the College 
of Charleston, which put it in the city's 
hands. In 1915, it was transferred to the 
Baroque building and put under a 
trusteeship. During the Civil War, this ever
adapting museum was shipped in 120 crates 
to Edgefield to avoid possible damage. 

In the new four-building complex, the 
visitor enters into a modern main lobby 
where posters, South Carolina books and 
museum souvenirs are sold. Above the 
visitor's head is the tremendous Manigault 
whale skeleton (see page 38). A high plate 
glass wall looks out into a courtyard used 
for exhibits and children's programs. On 
the opposite side is a display of vehicles. 

"We remind ourselves constantly that 
this museum is not ours. It belongs to the 
people, to everyone from the child 
working on a composition to the serious 
researcher," says director Donald Herold. 
There is a 300-seat auditorium and a 75-
seat circular projection room. A new series 
of slide shows on local history, culture and 
wildlife are available for viewing in these 
auditoriums. On the second floor are the 
library and stored collections. Exhibits are 
divided into natural science and health, 
cultural history, temporary exhibits and 
anthropology. 

While in the city, visit the museum's 
Heyward-Washington House (1772) and 
the Joseph Manigault House (1803) for a 
lesson in Charleston architecture, design 
and furniture. 

By late February nature lovers turn 
toward the gardens in Charleston. Until 
then, however, they'll find a warm spot in 
the Charleston Museum. _., 
-NANCY ANN COLEMAN 



Budget 9 Percent Behind Costs 

INFLATION HITS AGENCY 
Inflation is slowly eroding 

the budget of the state wildlife 
department, an agency that has 
not had a general increase in its 
principal revenue sources (hunt
ing and fishing license fees) in 
more than a decade. Although 
the situation has been deteriorat
ing for several years, it has now 
become critical, according to 
wildlife administrators. 

These officials point to some 
ftgures: 

In this current fiscal year the 
South Carolina Wildlife and Ma
rine Resources Department is 
operating with a total budget of 
just over $18 million. That figure 
includes $11.3 million for per
sonnel service&-Salari.es, insur
ance and other benefits authorized 
by state law. 

It should be pointed out, say 
the administrators, that the de
partment's budget represents a 
very small part of the state's total 
budget-only one-half of one 
percent. 

Growth in personnel services 
fulftllment is about 11 percent 
annually, according to State 
Budget and Control Board projec
tions. This includes annual cost
of-living increases. 

If the wildlife department 
freezes hiring to comply with the 
overall 7 percent personnel re
duction required by the Budget 
and Control Board, in five years 
the personnel services budget 
alone will exceed $19 million, a 
million dollars more than the 
current budget. 

But the wildlife department is 
m05tly people doing things for 
the public, the officials point 
out, and the budget should be 
personnel services heavy. Benny 
Reeves, administrative director, 
said the annual budget should 
ideally operate at about 60 per
cent for personnel services and 
40 percent for operating and 
other C05ts, 

Normally the department 

would project a 4 percent annual 
revenue increase from increased 
sales of licenses, magazine sub
scriptions and federal funds. But 
the annual inflation rate is run
ning at 13 percent or above. So 
the department is l05ing its ft-

nancial ~ at the rate of at least 
9 percent a year. 

•we're behind the eight ballt 
Reeves said. "We depend strongly 
on the sales of hunting and fish
ing licenses to pay for law en
forcement and game and f15h 
management. The majority of 
sportsmen in the state already 
buy licenses, and we don't antic
ipate more than a four or five per
cent in~ in license sales a 
year." 

This is a six percent annual in
crease in the department's oper
ating expenses. By fiscal year 
1981-82, just to maintain the 
current level of services to the 
public, the department will need 

a total budget of $21. 9 million. 
This would include $13.9 mil
lion for personnel services and 
$7.9 million for operating ex
penses. 

However, this shows the per
centages creeping way out of pro
portion. Personnel services will 
be taking alma;t 64 percent of 
the total budget, leaving only 
36 percent for operatioTIS. 
"We have got to have 
some relief," said 
Reeves. 

Either there will 
have to be an 
increase in 
state appro
priations or 

Hunters and fishermen cherish 
the resources available in South 
Carolina but maintaining them 
will require funds that keep up 
with the cost-of-living in• 
creases. 

the fees for hunting and flShing 
licenses will have to be raised. 
Otherwise the department will 
have to begin curtailing services. 
It has been 11 years since the 
legislature authorized a hike in 
resident hunting and ftshing 
license fees. 

( continued on next page) 
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IHUNT QUAIL MOST
iy in clearcut pine lands 
today, a far cry from the 

open pines and broomsedge 
where my father and I used to 
hunt years ago on our Flor
ence County farm. Before the 
season comes in and during 
early season, I scout game 
management area lands that 
have pines just below eye level 
and hopefully shorter. From 
the road, I note likely look
ing clearcuts, the rougher, to 
a degree, the better. 

I draw up a map of the 
areas where I find the most 
quail and put the maps in a 
looseleaf notebook. Each time 
I find birds I mark the lo
cation with an X, write in the 
time of day and number of 
birds and point an arrow in 
the direction they went. 

When I locate a circle of 
quail droppings or a "roost," 
I put a circle on the map in 
the spot. If you ever flush a 
covey near sundown, you have 
found a roosting site. Mark 
the direction of their flush. 

By getting familiar with the 
habits of the birds you hunt, 
you will know better when to 
hunt, where to hunt and the 
direction in which they are 
prone to fly. If a covey puts 
the "hoodoo" on you by flying 
toward dark woods rather than 
a light sky, you can often ap
proach them from a different 
direction next time and get 
better shooting. 

I check each quail's crop 
to determine what he has 
been feeding on and write this 
information along with the 
date in my notebook. If the 
birds have been eating acorns, 
concentrate your hunt in the 
vicin ity of oak trees. During 
the last two mon ths of the 
season, I've found birds' crops 
filled with crushed acorns, red 

• staghom sumac berries 
~--- be 1· ,;:. . , ~-- and ggar's tee · i., seed . .-

).._., .. 
:· .~~ 
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INFLATION ( continued) 

To study the department's 6-
nancial plight and to offer rec
ommendations, the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Re
sources Commission organired a 
"blue ribbon committee.9 Mem
bers of the committee were .cho
sen from a •~ sectiort9 d the 
political and business communi
ties, and various social, eco
ncxnic am amervation ~-

Named the Study Committee 
on Program Funding, the com
mittee met in four day-long 
meetings May through October 
and presented its report at the 
October wildlife commission 
meeting. The wildlife commis
sion in tum endorsed six priority 
items from a list of 25 rewm• 
mendations. They were: 

;-A. 65 percent increme in 
resident liceme fees. 

--A state income tax check
off for non-game research and 
management. 

-Increa-;ed state funding for 
SouthCaro/ina Wildlife magazine. 

-Creation of a state "duck 
Stamp9 priced at $5.50. 

-Increase in boat registra• 
tion and transfer fees. 

-Have per&nnel setVice ~ 
by state aprn:piation rather than 
from hunting aoo fuhing license 
revenue. 

Wildlife administrators point 
to many successful programs. 
These include a game manage
ment area public hunting pro
gram, expanded fishing 
opportunities through the intro
duction ci species new to the 
state, trout stocking, the wodd
fumous striped 00&. and hybrid 
00&. programs, hunter and boat
ing education, a nationally rec• 
ognized pub~ affairs program 
(including South Carolina Wdd
life), an active endangered spe
cies project, the Heritage Trust 
Program, a greatly improved law 
enforcement effort, marine re• 
search. and management and a 
resident Canada goo;e project 
that is showing a lot of promise. 

All d these programs require 
money, but inflation is eating 
away at the money base used to 
finance them, say wildlife au-

Comparative costs of combination 
hunting & fishing licenses (and 
GMA permit where required). 

thorities. As one example, they 
poitlt to the increased cost c:i ga.s
oline, which 1m caused law en
forcement to curtail normal 
patrolling. 

"We're Mt going t9 operate in 
the red," says Dr. James A. Tun
meimanJr., executivedirectorof 
the depamnent. -SO ~ we 
can get some financial relief, 
there's no questioo lu that down 
the road we will have to i:educe 
services." 

He is optimistic, however, 
that a license ~ propcl53l 
will be received favorably. "I 

would think that the majority ci 
license holders would be recep
tive to some license increa5e as 
long as they know where and 
when the dollars are going, and 
they can continue the benefits 
they are now getting." 

Meanwhile, the Study Com
mittee plans to present its rec
ommendations to the state 
legislature this month. With ad
. equate public and political sup
port, these measures will be 
approved and wildlife progress 
will continue in the Palmetto 
State . ., 

3 SITES REGISTERED 
Portiom d three state parks 

that state heritage officials say are 
"sensitive areas" with significant 
natural features have been reg
istered with the South Carolina 
Heritage Trust. 

The three areas include a 10-
acre site of Wildcat Wayside 
Parle inGteenville County, a 20-
acre area in Cheraw State Parle 
in Chesterfield County and al
mcN 2,{XX) acres of Table Rock 
State Parle in Pic'.kens County. 

"Not surprisingly," says Stuart 
Greeter of the Heritage Trust 
staff, "state parks harbor several 
musual and unique ecosystems 
considered important under the 
heritage program. 9 

With the registration agree
ment, the landowner, in this 
m.e the Parks, Recreation and 
Tourism Depanment, agrees to 
maintain the sites in their natu· 
ral state and to protect the sen• 
sitive plant communities and 
animal habitats. 

While registration of natural 
areas is designed to give Heritage 
Trust a mechanism for providing 
protection to private properties, 
one other state agency has prop
erty registered in the program. 
Bird Island, an important colo
nial bird rookery in Lake Marion, 
is owned by Santee-Cooper Au• 
thority. The island was recently 
registered by-the agency . ., 



CONSERVATION LEADER DIES 
It is sadly ironic that an anal

vsis of our state's conservation 
movement (page 9) appears in 
South Carolina Wrldlife as we must 
record the death of a founding 
father of that movement, Harry 
R. E. Hampton. 

Born in 1897, Hampton grew 
up in Columbia and Owleston 
when state governing of wildlife 
consisted oruy of rudimentary 
law enforcement. With father, 
Frank, and brothers, Frank Jr. 
and Ambrose, plus numerous 
buddies statewide, he explored, 
hunted and fl.5hed a then uncle, 
vetoped South Carolina. 

His free reins in the outd>ors 
as a sportsman and in the news
room of The State as a reporter 
culminated in 1931 with a mas
sive publicity campaign to mgan· 
i1.e a game and fish as.sociation, 
instigate natural resources ~ 
lation and fonn a state game 
commission. 1be resulting asso
ciation later became the South 
Carolina Wildlife Federation, 
formed in 1931, and Hampton's 
constant hounding of the legis
lature influenced game and fish 
laws as well as the fonnation of a 
commission in 1952 while 
he was Federation president. 

Another milestone in Hamp
ton's career as a conservationist 
~ his fight to preserve part .of 
the Congaree River Bottorµ. In 
1959, he took a group of South
eastern biologists and botanists 
to spend a week by the Congaree 
and they ~ a report recom
mending its preservation. The 
battle was begun, and like the 
previous struggle for a game com
mlssion, it lasted for years but 
should be resolved in Hampton's 
favor this year. 

Tribute after tribute from dig
nitaries and writers followed 
Hampton's death, most remark
ing on his work in conservation 
issues and as a newspapennan, 
but those who loved him as a 
friend will remember him 
also as a rare gentleman. I be, 

friended Hampton while inter-
viewing him for a biographical 
article (See "He Spoke for the 
Wilderness," South Carolina Wild
life, January-February 1980) and 
think of him as that one person 
you should choose if you had to 
be stuck with only one on a de
serted island. Hampton could 
build boats, make wine, kill and 
prepare game and fish, cook on 
a campfire, fight fires, run fu.5t 
and jump high. He was a ma.5ter 
at making do and never one to 
neglect something that needed 
action or comment. He knew his 
animals and plants by name and 
habits; he knew classic poetry as 
well. He was an actor, a singer, 
a dancer, a romantic poet, a 
funny storyteller and a generous 
humble Christian. Considering 
their leader, South Carolina 
conservationists have a hard act 

Harry Hampton 
to follow.-NANCY ANN 
OOLEMAN ~ 

Curators Request Gifts 
Of Antique Outdoor Gear 

The South Carolina Museum 
Commission is seeking old hunt• 
ing and &rung gear to use in an 
exhibit on the history of field 
sports planned for the future state 
museum. Items from any histor
ical period would be welcome, 
but the commission is particu
larly interested in objects made 
between 1890 and 1920. 

In order to do an eye-catch
ing and informative exhibit, the 
Commission's curators need a 
broad sampling of equipment 
and accessories. 1bey are look
ing for hunting and fishing cloth
ing--hats, boots, ~ coots, 
vests and so on-rods, reels, 
lures, lroks, taclde boxes, creeb, 
nets, guns, calls, loading tools, 
decoys, knives, cookstoves and 
related types of gear. These iterm 
will be earmarked for use in the 

exhibit. 
The South Carolina Museum 

O:munission is a state agency, 
created in 1973 for the purpose 
of planning, building and oper
ating a museum ci South Caro
lina's cultural history, natural 
history, art, science and industry. 
The museum will be built in 
Lexington County on a 53-acre 
wooded tract overlooking the 
mpa ci the Sabia River, acro,s 

from the Riverbanks Zoo. 
Gifts to the commission are 

true-exempt. Readers who wish 
to donate objects should get in 
touch with Rodger E. Stroup, 
curator of history, or with Rudy 
E. Mancke, curator of natural 
history, S.C. Museum Com
mission, P. 0. Box 11296, C'.o
lumbia, S.C., 29211; or call 
758-8197. ~ 

WITH SPRING just 
around the corner, 
we start thinking 

about the upcoming boating 
'season. Whether you are a fish
erman, sailor, scuba diver or 
camper, you can start preparing 
for the warmer months. Now is 
the time to get your rig in tip-tqi 
shape. If you need a tune-up 
job, minor or major repairs to 
your boat or engine, marinas and 
boat and motor dealerships have 
more time available during late 
winter to give your boat what it 
needs. 

If you are fortunate enough 
to have a warm garage, 'a lot of 
the fitting out can be done on 
your own. Sailors can replace 
worn rigging, sheets, mend sails, 
lubricate moving parts and wax 
the hull. 

This is also a good opportunity 
for fishermen to get their tackle 
squared away by putting new line 
on reels, straightening out tackle 
boxes and so on. Water skiers 
can inspect rubber boots on skis 
for dry rot and replace if neces
sary. Scuba divers would do well 
to go over their equipment also 
to make sure everything checks 
out. 

Power boaters can check lower 
unit for grease, replace spark 
plugs and check safety · equip
ment to make sure life-saving de
vices and fire extinguishers are in 
good serviceable condition. 

And don't forget about trail
ers. Check tires, pack wheel 
bearings with grease, check 
winch, cable and lights. 

No matter how busy you are 
right now, don't let warm weather 
sneak up and find you with a 
rusty motor, a tom sail, flat tires . 
or rotted skis. If the problems 
you find are major, boat sales are 
at an ebb during the cold months 
and this may be a,..lllilif9'PQ,,, 
good ti ' ,--- ' 
buy a 

.,.,..,,..,.. 

. ,/, 



FLORIDA TARPON 
fis h ing guides have 
made a good living for 

years off the silver king, and 
so have real estate agents. But 
few coastal anglers seem aware 
that South Carolina has tar
pcm in abundance all along 
the coast from June through 
O ctober. 

Fish the deep holes at salt 
creek and river intersections 
on either high or low tide 
change: a two-hour effort at 
best. Move on to other species 
if they don't hit. 

Use a four-rod set: two on 
top and two on bottom with 
100-pound mono leaders to 
9/0 needle-eye hooks honed 
down to draw blood at the 
touch. Bottom bait is cut 
mackerel , tunny, mullet or 
anything bloody. Tarpon are 
bottom feeders too. On top 
use live eels, pinfish, mullet, 
etc. Use fishfinders on the 
bottom because he'll drop the 
pressure of the lead in sec
onds. I free-line the top rigs. 

L. G. Ramsey of Port 
Royal holds the current South 
Carolina state record for tar
pon with a 14 7-pound, six
foot, three-inch fish he caught 
in August 1978 off Parris 
Island. 

Tarpon fishing can be frus
trating. My personal ratio is 
100 strikes, 20 hook-ups and 
one 75-pounder landed. But 
that fight was like 3 5 min utes 
of World War III in a nar
row creek that I'll never for
get. The fish is mounted since 
they're not table fish at all. 

The problem with tarpon 
is that they hit almost every
where when you least expect 
it, including a 95-pounder 
landed in the surf. And the 
best you can call it when one 
hits a six-pound spinner out 

. : ~~ for speckled trout 
i .~..,. · · l "b . f • ,,.,_ .,..)l:_i,, _ s s1mp y, n e 

· · · · but spirited.".., 
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Ocean Study Packets 
Provided by Federation 

The theme of National Wild
life Week dm year is "We Care 
About Oceanst and it will em
phasiz.e man's increa5ing depen
dence on the oceans for focxl, 
minerals, energy and recreation. 

Some 7,000 educational 
packets designed for classroom or 
group ~ are being distributed 
across South Carolina by the 
South Guolina Wildlife federa. 
tion with the aid of Wildlife and 
Marine Resources conservation 
officers and the U.S. Soil Om
servation Service. Each packet 
antaiNediatiooal pci;ters. One 
poster features a sea otter swim
ming in the ocean eating a sea 
urchin and another 16-picture 
poster relates to life in the ocean. 
A teacher's guide will suggest 

studies and classroom activities 
about oceans. One packet pro
vides adequate information for a 
classroom or group, such as 4-H 
or Scouts. 

Packets may be picked up at 
no charge from the South Quo. 
lina Wildlife Federation office, 
Arcadian Plaza Suite B-1, 4949 
Two Notch Road, O:>lumbia, 
S.C., 29204, or many local Dis
trict Soil Conservation offices. 
The federation will fill mail or• 
ders, but a charge of 75¢ per 
packet is necessary for postage 
and handling C06tS. If ordering 
five or more packets, postage and 
handling will be billed at the 
time cl mailing. Please call to 
make sure packets are available 
at the local level. • 

TREEFROG 
STUDIED 

One of North America's rar
est and most beautiful frog$, the 
pine butem tteefrog, is the sub
ject of a three-year research proj
ect being conducted by the state 
wildlife department's nongame
endangered species section. The 
second year of field worlc has jia 
been completed on the project. 
~ than two inches long, 

dm endangered amphibian oc
curs in isolated populations from 
New Jersey to the Florida pan
handle. The pine hmem tree• 
frog was first made known to 
science in 1854 when the "type 
specimen• (first of its kind) was 
shipped from the town of Ander
son, South Carolina, to the 
U.S. National Museum in 
Washington. Originally it was 
called ~Anderson's tteefrog- and 
the town of Anderson is still me
morialized in the frog's scientific 
name. 

For many years biologists 
thought this first specimen was 
collected near Anderson, but 
they now believe the frog was 
collected elsewhere. The collec
tor, Miss Cllarlotte Paine, was 
~ through Anderson when 
she shipped the specimen to 
Washington. 

The pine butem tteefrog is a 
beautiful lime-green color with a 
thin purple stripe running down 
its side. In South Guolina it is 
found only along the fall line 
among the sand.hills where it 
breeds in hillside seepage bogs. 
These bogs are found at the lme 
of sandhills where percolating 
rainwater seeps out and creates a 
wet marshy area ror the frog to 
reproduce . 

The typical breeding site con
sists of a small marshy area sur
rounded by thick clumps of 
evergreen shrubbery and small 
trees. 

During the swnmer the males 
call at night from perches three 
to six feet high in the shrubbery 



around the bog. These calls re
semble duclcs quacking from a 
distance and help to attract the 
females. Females lay eggs in the 
small p::iols of water in the bog 
and the young tadpoles develop 
into frogs about 50 days later. 

Conditions have to be right 
before a seepage bog becomes 

Pine Barrens Treefrog 

Willard Bair (left) of Florence 
pmved himself the state's best 
duck caller during the 11th an
nual South Carolina Duck Call
ing Contest held in October. 
Winning for the second time, 
Bair beat 33 other contestants. 

suitable pine barrens treefrog 
habitat In many areas, these 
bogs are scarce and help to ex
plain the treefrog's rarity. 

After a few years roo5t bogs 
become unsuitable treefrog hab
itat because plant succession 
~ them into deme swampy 
thickets. In the past these bogs 
were maintained by natural dis
turbances, such as fire, which re
tarded plant succession. During 
this century, however, fires have 
been su~ in the sandhills. 

In some cases, urban devel
opment and reservoir construc
tioo, aloog with drainage projects, 
have destroyed potential habitat. 
But interestingly enough, the 
study so far has shown how man's 
activities have sometimes helped 
the pine barrens treefrog. Most of 
the frog's breeding sites have 
been found along right-of-ways, 
such as ~lines and powerlines. 
These right-of-ways are cut and 

He will represent South Caro· 
lina at the World Duck Calling 
Championship at Stuttgart, 
Arkansas. 1homas Welch d 
Manning placed second and 
Steve Stephenson of Orangeburg 
(right) won the youth division. 

mowed periodically, which 
maintains the bog in a state con
ducive for treefrogs. 

The main thrust of the study 
involves denning the exact dis
tribution of the pine barrens tree• 
frog in the state, along with its 
habitat requirements, and to de
velop management guidelines to 
insure its survival in South Car
olina. So far treefrogs have been 
found in Marlboro, O\est:erfield, 
Kershaw and Richland Cowley. 
Good habitat has been found in 
Lexington and Aiken O>unty, 
but as yet, no frogs have been dis
covered there. 

The pine barrens treefrog is 
just one of many wildlife species 
that is dependent on fire for its 
existence. The public has been 
led to believe that any fire is bad, 
unfortunately, and the benefits 
to wildlife have been over• 
looked-JOHN CELY • 

E.L.McGee 
Is Honored 

Wildlife conservation officer 
Edward MEddie" L McGee of 
Ointon has been named out• 
standing officer of the year re
cently by the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department. 

Working in Laurens County 
for the past five and a half years, 
McGee,40,waschosen~xthe 
honor because of his •hard work, 
dedication and professionalism 
on the job," according to Pat 
Ryan, director of Law Enforce
ment and Boating for the state 
wildlife agency. 

McGeereceivedana~rdplate 
from Shikar-Safari Oub Inter• 
national. 

The 200 wildlife officers sta• 
tioned throughout the state are 
charged with the responsibility of 
enforcing state and federal wild· 
life and fisheries laws and boating 
safety regulations. The officers 
are also involved in a great vari
ety of other duties from search 
and rescue to speaking to school 
groups. ~ 

D·o SOMETHING. 
Don't just sit there 
watching the winter 

winds blow. Get outside and cut 
that shrubbery, clean off the lot 
that went wild while you wasted 
your time fishing last year. 

When you've got a pretty 
good stack of greenery, take it 
down to the lake, pond or river 
and make yourself a fishing hole. 
Fish need more than water and 
spinner baits to live on. They 
need shelter where the life cycle 
can develop. Smaller fish live in 
the cover along with aquatic in
sects and crayfish. The 6sh you're 
after depend on such critters, so 
why not plant your own brush 
piles? You'll know where they are 
and thus you'll be pretty certain 
of a productive spot to wet a 
hook. 

Pine and evergreen boughs 
are good stock for fish attractors 
because they don't deteriorate 
rapidly. Bundle limbs and 
branches, tie them off with light 
wire and sink them in about 15 
to 20 feet of water. Old tire cas
ings massed together will also 
help attract a wide variety of 
gamefish. 

Note, however, that you 
should check with the authori
ties before sinking your project in 
a public lake or reservoir. 

Use caution, too, when trans• 
porting your materials: don't 
overload your boat. It may be 
best to tow the brush in a second 
craft. 

For anglers with no inclina
tion to build their own attrac
tors, the South Carolina Wildlife 
and Marine Resources Depart• 
ment can furnish maps of depart• 
ment-maintained attractors for 
lakes Murray, Clark Hill, Green
wocxi, Hartwell, Wateree, Mar
ion and Moultrie. Write to: Fish 
Attractor Maps, P.O. Box 167, 
Columbia, S.C., 29202. 

A little toil right 
now can pay off · 
with a good strin 
offish this 



COWBOY HATS ARE 
the latest fad. Many folks 
wouldn't be caught 

without a freshly crumpled Stet
son atop their heads. But the hat 
has a purpose that has nothing to 
do with fashion. 

For the outdoor person, a hat 
shelters against sun and rain, 
protects the head against insects 
and brush and, perhaps most im
portantly during this time of 
year, keeps the head warm. In 
fact, a gocxl hat can help in keep
ing the entire body warm. 

Perhaps you've heard of the 
old saying, -To keep your feet 
warm, put on your hat." Sounds 
crazy, but if you've ever tried it, 
the theory works. 

Some 40 percent of your 
body's generated heat can be lost 
from the region of the head. 
When trying to stay warm, a 
bare-headed attitude is going to 
defeat you. A hat is the thermo
stat of your keep-warm apparel. 

The wool watch cap is one of 
the best hats for preserving body 
heat in cold weather. It can be 
snugged down to protect the ears 
and temples and will provide 
substantial warmth even during 
wet conditions. I wouldn't be 
without one and I wear one just 
to keep the damper down, even 
during milder weather. 

The watch cap's drawbacks 
are a lack of a brim to shelter the 
face and its inability to tum 
water. A zip or snap-on parka 
hood with a built-in brim can 
solve these problems. In ex
treme wet cold, the parka hood 
can be pulled on right over the 
watchaq,. 

The next time you'reoutdoors 
and your feet get cold, put on a 
watch cap. Those with the fash
ionable cowboy styles will trade 

you in a minute . .-, 
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Gag Larvae 
Discovered 

Discovery of about 80 
recently spawned gag grouper 
larvae at a coastal inlet north 
of Charleston may be a signifi
cant step in understanding 
this imponant fish. 

"We suspected that the lar
vae of the gag grouper that 
spawn offshore drift inshore on 
the currents, but we never 
have been able to demonstrate 
this phenomenon," says Dr. G. 
David Johnson, head of the 
larval fish section of the feder
ally funded monitoring assess
ment and prediction program. 

Within the snapper/ grouper 
fishery, gag grouper are second 
only to red porgy in commer
cial value along this coast. In 
1979, 259,000 pounds of gag 
wotth$195,000were landed in 
South Carolina. 

"Although much informa
tion for fishery management 
comes ftom analysis of data 
from sport and commercial 
catch, the basic biology of in
dividual fish species is poorly 
understood," Johnson explains. 

The larvae are apparently 
carried in on the tide and then 
settle to the bottom. The inlet 
bottom where the larvae were 
captured is covered with a va
riety of sponges and corals 
which may provide protection 
ftom predators during daylight 
hours. Johnson believes the 
small gag grouper remain in in• 
shore waters until the water 
temperature drops in the fall. 
An important part of this re
search will be to learn more 
about the habits and ecology of 
the juveniles during their in• 
shore residence. 

The larvae were brought 
back to the institute alive 
where they are being closely 
watched. "Since we have never 
seen gags at this stage of their 
life, we have a unique oppor• 
tunity to watch these little fish 
grow," says Johnson. "This 

. . .. 
•' 'f'··· .. ----

Dena Reynolds, 9, of Charleston has caught a prize-winning one
pound flounder in the handicapped children's fishing tournament 
sponsored by the State Ports Authority. In its second year, t:i)e 
annual tournament is held at the authority's passenger terminal at 
Charleston Harbor. Twenty-one children from the Charles Webb 
Rehabilitation Center participated. 

seemingly small step forward in 
learning about the early life 
history of groupers will help 
fishery biologists understand 
more about the offshore fish 
populations and allow more 

appropriate management deci
sions by agencies such as the 
South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Departmenf 
and South Atlantic Fisheries 
Management Council." ~ 

Dr. David Johnson of the South Carolina Marine Resources Re,. 
search Institute studies the pg grouper larwe. the first ever cap
tured at that developmental stage. An important commercial 
species, the adults weigh up to 50 pounds. 



Books & Events 
THE TREASURY OF lence for all bird identification 

SPORTING ARMS by Oiarles books. In this completely new 
F. Watennan. 240 pages. Illm- edition, Peterson has painted 
trated with photographs. A Ridge 136 entirely new plates and has 
Pre$ Book published by Ran- arrangedtheminaneasier-to•use 
dom House Inc., 201 E. 50th facing page format. In addition, 
St. , New York, N.Y;, 10022. 390color~nowshowup-to
Price $24.95. date swnmer and winter ranges 

In an endorsement of this · and provide other helpful infor. 
book, the Wildlife Management mation. 
Institute says it contains good J 
writing and excellent photo• · anuary 
graphs. Sporting arms are recte• TIME TO APPLY FOR 
ation, tradition and art. A fine WILDLIFE PHOTOGRA
shotgun,_ rifle °1: ~ on the PHY WORKSHOP, April 10-
range or m the field ~ an indefin. 12. Participants are limited dire 
able part of Amenca and Eu- to the nature of the course. First 
rope. come, first served. Place: 

The text is embellished by the Litchfield Beach. Write: Photo 
best co~lection of fireann pho~o- Workshop, P.O. Box 167, Co, 
graphs 10 memory, states the 10- lumbia, S.C., 29202, or tele
stitute, byphotographersJ. Barry phone 758-6291. 
O'Rourke and Robert J. Kligge. 
Included are chapters on the J 2 J 
beginnings of firearms, improve- anuary ,,,, 
ments, sharp-shooters, wing
shooting and more. 

THE LIFE AND ADVEN, 
TURES OF JOHN MUIR by 
John Mitchell Clarke. 324 pages. 
Illustrated with photograph5 and 
drawing.5. Published by Sierra 
Club Books, 230 Bush Street, 
San Francisco, Caliromia, 94lre. 
Price$7.95. 

Clarke traces Muir's develop
ment from a starry-eyed wan
derer to dedicated explorer and 

GRAND AMERICAN 
COON DOG TRIALS. 
Swapping, trading, buying and 
selling of top coon dogs in the 
country. Six hundred dogs com• 
pete in the two-day event. Grand 
American Champion named 
following competition. South 
Carolina Coon Hunters Associ
ation is host. Place: Fair
grounds, Orangeburg. Telephone 
259-5273 for more information. 

determined preservationist. January 24-25 
Clarke draws on Muir's journals 
and many published works to re- WOODS IN WINTER. A 
veal the eccentric young man, 
the curl~ adventurer and the 
explorer. 

multi-session program with 
choices of some 15 different ac
tivities including outdoor skills 
and narure interpretation. Place: 
Hickory Kmb State ~ Park 
near Mru.mnick. Telephooe 758-
3622. 

A FIELD GUIDE TO THE 
BIRDS EAST OF THE 
ROCKIES by Roger Tory Pe• 
terson. 384 pages. Illustrated 
with color artwork. Published by 
Houghton Mifflin 0xnpany, 2 February 6-7 -8 
Park Street, Boston, Massachu. 
setts, 02107. Price $9.95, paper- WILDERNESS WEEK-
back; $15, hardbound. END. Winter backpacking ex-

Millions have read Peterson's perience along the Charrooga 
"Field Guide To The Birds,~which River. Place: Oconee State 
has been the standard of excel- Park. Telephone 758-3622. 

DADDY, WHAT'S A 
BROWN-BANDED 
WENTLETRAP? 

If your son or daughter asks questions about 
nature that you can't answer, a set of these 
Golden Field Identification Guides will help. 

With this three-volume set you can easily learn 
to identity species of North American birds, trees 
and seashells. Great for professionals and ama
teurs, the guides are both educational and 
entertaining. · 

Accurate illustrations show the colors and shapes 
of different species. And handy maps provide a 
general picture of where a species may be found. 
The descriptive text is on pages facing the illus
trations. So you don't have to scan through the 
book to match art and text. 

Use the order form on the opposite page and 
order yours today! 

All three for only $14.85 plus South Carolina 
sales tax. 

REE --
• 

" -~· ;s. 
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P.S. You'll find Brown-Banded Wentletraps on 
page 96 of Seashells of North America. 



TRBASURe YOUR 
WILDLIFe MAGAZINes? 

If you treasure your South Carolina Wildlifes like 
your good walking shoes or your best wool hat, give 
them the care they deserve. Protect them with our 
handsome South Carolina Wildlife binders. These 
leather-like binders hold one year of our award-win
ning conservation magazine with easy-to-insert metal 
rods. To order yours, send $6.00 for each binder with 
the enclosed order form - a small price for safekeep
ing a treasure. 

------------------------------, 
Moving? Attach your address label 

from current Issue 
"-· 

Let us know 
eight weeks 
before you go. NEW ADDRESS, I 
For fast service, attach Name ________________ I 
your current address label I 
(from magazine cover) in Address I 
the space above. Then fill 
In your new address and City, State, _ _________ Zlp ____ , 
and mall to: S. C. W1ldhfe, P.O. Box 167, Columbia, S.C. 29202 I 

------------------------------~ 
YOUR SPECIAL ORDER FORM 

Please send me ___ 1980-81 Wildlife Calendars at $4 .95 each. 
Please send your complete name and address. Do 
not send a check by itself. Use a separate sheet of 
paper if necessary. 

Please send me ___ Copies of CARO LINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE 
at $24.95 each. 

Please send me ___ three-volume sets of Golden Field Guides for 
trees, birds and seashells at $14.85 per set. 

Please send me ___ Binders at $6.00 each. 

Please send me ___ New "Wildlife Between the Covers" T-shirts at 
$6.95 each or two at $13.90. Three (special dis
count) at $17.95 or four or more at $6.00 each. 
Please state 1st and 2nd color choice. 

Color s M L XL XS 

Navy 

Lt. Blue *l\JA 
Orange *NA 
Red 

Tan *NA 
* Not available 

Total order S ___ Add 4% state sales tax$ ___ Total enclosed S __ _ 

Name ______________ _______ _ 

Address ____________ ________ _ 

City/State/Zip _ _________________ _ 

□ Payment Enclosed 
Please print or type 

□ Master Charge#-------□ VISA# ______ _ 
Make checks payable to South Carolina Wildlife 

P.O. Boxl67 
Columbia, S.C. 29202 

Allow 6 weeks for delivery. 



CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE is 
a book dedicated to those who have shared 
the woods, fields and marshes. It's so real 
you will almost relive the excitement of your 
first hunt. 

CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE is 
a collection of the best articles on hunting 
ever published in the award winning SOUTH 
CAROLINA WILDLIFE magazine presented 
together in a beautifully bound 8½xll volume 
with the look of hand-tooled leather. 

A special section on waterfowl heritage 
features famous art and photography on every
thing from dogs to decoys and a nostalgic 
bow to "how it used to be. 11 "The Wings of 
Winter" -a portfolio of paintings by America's 
great waterfowl artists is also included. But 
waterfowl aren't the only game. There are 
articles on deer hunting from whitetail strategy 
to venison cookery, and on quail hunting 
and turkey hunting. Articles on sporting dogs 
include the pointing breeds, the golden retriever 
and the Boykin spaniel. And don't overlook 
the special features on the legendary Kentucky 
rifle and the prized possession of every sports-
man- the handcrafted knife. 

CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE is 
the perfect book for every outdoorsman who 
cherishes the hunt and the wild things of 
South Carolina. 

CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE is 
available now. Order your copy today for 
only $24.95. Use the order form on page 64. 
Send your order to: 

CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE 
P.O. Box 167 

Columbia, S.C. 29202 






